
Ancient ST 881 

Chapter 881 - Separation, Jade Spirit Fruit? Snow Lion King 

Qing Shui heaped the entire patch of earth containing the Sky Penetrating Grasses into the Realm of the 

Violet Jade Immortal. Everyone looked at him bewilderedly, but they could only laugh awkwardly 

without mentioning the obvious. Even if they tried to tell him something, they wouldn’t be able to 

express their words clearly. In the end, they gave up. 

Even though Qing Shui was a bit disappointed, he was nonetheless happy to have found the rare 

medicinal herbs at last. If he still couldn’t find some Sky Penetrating Grass of more than 5,000 Years as 

proceeded to explore the mountain, the ones he had acquired would suffice. As long as he was able to 

acquire any kind of Sky Penetrating Grass, there was hope. 12 years may seem long, but the Sky 

Penetrating Grass would eventually grow into a medicinal herb of 5,000 Years. 

Qing Shui felt better after thinking it through. Those medicinal herbs could still be of use after a period 

of growth. Sky Penetrating Grass that was less than a 1,000 years old were essentially worthless and 

useless - only those that were 3,000 to 5,000 years old could be regarded as treasures of Heaven and 

Earth. 

However, 3,000 Years Sky Penetrating Grass would still be less effective than 5,000 Years variants. The 

3,000 Years Sky Penetrating Grass were proven to grant approximately 50 years of lifespan. The 5,000 

Years variants, however, would be more effective, increasing a person’s lifespan by much more than 50 

years. Consequently, no one suspected anything when Qing Shui took away the 300 to 500 Years Sky 

Penetrating Grass. 

Moreover, his goal for climbing these mountains was ultimately the Sky Penetrating Grass. But if had to, 

he would still give up a Sky Penetrating Grass of more than 5,000 years to someone who needed them 

more. Mu Qing had already done it, and she had given it to him unconditionally. However, both of them 

were oblivious to their current situation as they struggled to clear up their own feelings for each other. 

Of course, Qing Shui would willingly do the same. From that moment when Mu Qing gave up the Sky 

Penetrating Grass for him, he knew she was a determined person. There weren’t many who would give 

up such a rare medicinal herb for someone they had met only a few days ago. The temptation of the Sky 

Penetrating Grass was certainly strong, yet she was able to resist her desires for it unwaveringly. 

Soon after that, the group continued their search at the peak of the mountain. Some of them found a 

batch of medicinal herbs, and some were able to unearth some unique metals. The group finally 

stopped and descended from the mountain after they basically scoured the entire peak. 

By the time they reached their camp, it was already the afternoon. Everyone ate some lunch and 

engaged in idle conversations as they settled themselves at the foot of the mountain. Meanwhile, Qing 

Shui was hesitating as he struggled to think of how to explain his decision to the group members. 

It was time for Qing Shui to part ways with this group! 

“We’ve traveled about 100,000 li into the mountains. Why don’t we part our ways from here? I will 

continue on forward, so please head back to safety.” Qing Shui faced the group and spoke his words 

calmly. 



All of them sank into silence, while some turned to look at Mu Qing for an answer. In a short amount of 

time, they had forged a bond similar to that of a family, adapting to each other’s habits and 

characteristics without a problem. Now that Qing Shui had decided to risk his life by continuing forward, 

an indescribable feeling overwhelmed their heart and it felt quite uncomfortable. After all, he would 

only have a 10% chance of survival from here onwards. 

“Qing Shui, I don’t know how to stop you. It’s too dangerous inside, so please stop. Based on your 

current ability, I suggest that you venture forth at a later date. Who knows, maybe we might find a Sky 

Penetrating Grass somewhere else or in a canal.” Mu Qing looked at Qing Shui with an expression of 

concern. 

“Thank you. I know you are all worried for me, but I don’t intend to die so quickly. I believe that I will be 

able to survive from here onwards.” Despite his adamant decision, he felt warmth in his heart, as he 

knew that someone was genuinely concerned for his life. 

For Qing Shui, it honestly felt great since he didn’t have any relatives or friends in the Eastern Victory 

Divine Continent when he first came here. With the exception to Dong Yan and Sun Yan, the closest 

relationship he had had would be his relationship with the members of the Mu Clan. 

In other words, Qing Shui already considered the Mu Clan as one of his friends. 

Mu Qing gave a low sigh and said: “Then please be careful. I’m uncertain about what’s ahead. When you 

come back later on, please come and find me in the Mu Clan and let me know, alright? I will have a 

celebration for you.” 

“Alright, I will.” Qing Shui smiled. 

This meal had quickly turned into a farewell meal. Luckily, Qing Shui told them after they had eaten. 

Otherwise, everyone would lose their appetite in such a gloomy atmosphere. 

“Take care, and please be extra careful. I will wait for your return!” Mu Qing locked her eyes with Qing 

Shui, as she said in a soft voice. 

Qing Shui’s heart skipped a beat. He gave a firm nod to this beautiful woman as her words resounded in 

his mind. Her words felt amicable, but he understood her real intentions judging from her words. 

He waved goodbye to the members of the Mu Clan and proceeded on his journey into the deeper parts 

of the forest. At the same time, he called out to them and said: “Be careful, you guys. Take care.” 

Even after Qing Shui’s silhouette had disappeared into the forest, Mu Qing didn’t turn back and stood 

there dumbfounded. She felt dazed and confused, it was as if she would lose Qing Shui forever. 

However, she knew that only time could tell between Qing Shui and herself. Besides, it was best to let 

nature take its course. She convinced herself that she hadn’t fallen in love with him, so what would 

become of them would be left to the hands of destiny. 

“He is the man among men, my girl. If you can’t capture his heart now, it’ll be difficult to do so in the 

future. Soon, he will rise up to the heavens and become the top among all martial warriors,” an old 

woman emerged from the group and said with a benevolent smile. 

She was one of the two old women who had looked after Mu Qing ever since she was a little girl. 



“Grandma, he didn’t seem to like me that much……” Mu Qing gave an awkward laugh. She didn’t know 

what to think of her own words. This was the first man who had shown indifference to her after she had 

grown into a fine woman. She tried to convince herself that she was only curious about his behavior. Mu 

Qing believed her heart would heal accordingly with the passage of time. 

“Heh heh, it’s not that he didn’t like you. He has too many burdens and does not have the ability to 

make room for romance. Don’t underestimate his calm composure. More than anyone, he has been 

through a lot from bearing everything on his shoulders all alone.” The old woman eye’s flashed with 

wisdom as she looked at Mu Qing, feeling proud of the woman she had become. 

She gazed lovingly at Mu Qing as if she was her own child. The old woman never had a child of her own 

and she had never married throughout her entire life. Mu Qing was essentially the life of her soul. 

Everyone has something precious within their hearts. That preciousness was a sort of backbone and a 

support to their lives. It was a reminder to stay true to who they were. This old woman’s precious 

treasure was none other than Mu Qing. She had dedicated her life to grant an impeccable honor and 

happiness upon the young woman she had cared for since young. 

“Forget it. God will decide for us. Grandma, let’s go back. We have reaped so many good rewards for our 

efforts.” Mu Qing smiled at the old woman. 

“Alright.” The old woman laughed and nodded. A faint smile appeared at the corner of her eyes as she 

looked at Mu Qing. 

……… 

Qing Shui didn’t have the Lightning Bees but he did have his spiritual sense. He also had a considerably 

strong spiritual energy, as well as the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal in his possession. Even if he 

were to face a dire situation inside the deeper parts of the mountain, he would still have various ways to 

evade danger or escape from threatening demonic beasts. 

Qing Shui gained a surge of confidence after gaining a considerable amount of spiritual energy. He 

would have no problem avoiding - and killing - powerful demonic beasts or martial warriors as long as 

his powers were not restricted like that encounter he had with the woman in the crystal coffin. 

He also had the company of his Thunderous Beast and Fire Bird, as well as the formidable Soulshake 

Bell. Thus, his days after parting with Mu Qing were quite carefree. If a demonic beast appeared and 

decided to attack Qing Shui, he would be more than happy to eradicate it instantly and turn the corpse 

into materials for demon refining, talisman drawing, or medicinal refinement. 

In the blink of an eye, half a month had passed. 

By now, Qing Shui was 150,000 li into the mountain range. He didn’t spend a lot of time seeking 

treasures, so he was able to venture into the mountains with agility. All he cared about was getting 

further - the deeper he went, the better. 

Qing Shui had a hunch that he would be able to find a Sky Penetrating Grass of 5,000 years or more at 

around 280,000 to 300,000 li. This was because he knew that someone was able to find a Sky 

Penetrating Grass of more than 5,000 Years at the range of about 300,000 li. If necessary, he would go 



as far as 500,000 li to try and find the grass. Should he bump into a difficult situation, he could always 

escape into the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal or use his Nine Continents Steps to run away quickly. 

Qing Shui had been inside the large and dense forest for five days already. The deeper he ventured into 

the forest, the more difficult it was for him to find the exit. The trees here stood tall in a towering 

stature. They were about 100 meters in height and their trunks were shockingly thick. There was 

practically no light here, and darkness consumed the entire forest.The dense leaves formed a makeshift 

roof, blocking any form of light from illuminating the ground. 

The forest was filled with the subtle scent of ancient wood. Qing Shui would fly up to the sky once in 

awhile, advancing towards the inner mountain on top of the forest. However, this would increase the 

likelihood of encountering flocks of flying beast. Although it didn’t take him too much effort to kill these 

flying beasts, it was still quite troublesome to do so. Moreover, he didn’t fly over the forest just so he 

could kill demonic beasts, but he did so to get out from the dense forest to get a clear sense of direction. 

There were many encounters inside the forest as well. Group encounters were a common occurrence, 

but nothing at the sort of difficulty that he wouldn’t be able to handle. 

Qing Shui felt perplexed. He might need to spend a few more days inside the ancient forest before he 

could get out. He was strongly tempted to use his Nine Continent Boots to reach the other side, but that 

wouldn’t assure his safety. In the end, he decided to find a way out slowly. It was the safest way, after 

all. 

“Hmm, Jade Spirit Fruit?” 

Suddenly, Qing Shui saw a tree of that was about ten meters in height somewhere far away. The 

thickness of the trunk was wide enough to be hugged by an adult. He was able to notice this tree due to 

its relatively diminutive appearance amongst the neighboring gigantic trees. Even with its height of ten 

meters, the tree was still considered a miniature tree in this area…… 

Hanging on the tree were hundreds of snow white fruits the size of fists. These fruits seemed familiar, 

and were similar to the Jade Spirit Fruit Qing Shui had known. However, he didn’t really know what 

these fruits could do or how valuable they were. 

Qing Shui’s eyesight was exceptional, so aside from the small tree, he was able to spot a demonic beast 

just beside it. The beast seemed comparatively larger when it laid on the ground beside the ‘fruit tree’. 

Snow Lion King! 

The moment Qing Shui saw the demonic beast, he immediately recognized it as the Snow Lion King. At 

first, he was shocked, because he had seen a Snow Lion Beast before. This lion was also known as the 

Snow Lion for short. He had met a Snow Lion in the Central Continent and it was the mount of the 

elderly man from the Medicine Emperor Clan in the Lingxi Country. 

The Snow Lion of the elderly man from the Lingxi Country was less than 50 meters in size. But for its 

species, it was considered a large beast. However, the figure in front of him was twice as large as that 

Snow Lion. It seemed like a small mountain as it laid on the ground peacefully. 

Qing Shui had a sudden thought and looked at the distance between the Snow Lion King and himself. 

They were a hundred meters apart, but the attack of the Thunderous Beast could still hit the Snow Lion 



King from where Qing Shui stood. He immediately summoned the Thunderous Beast and commanded it 

to use Thunderbolt on the Snow Lion King relentlessly. 

In any case, the Snow Lion King was still the ruler of this area. How could it allow such a disrespectful act 

to continue without trying to teach them a lesson? With a loud roar, the Snow Lion King got up and 

quickly rushed toward Qing Shui to retaliate. 

The Snow Lion King had guarded this area for about 200 years, which was quite a feat for a demonic 

beast of its size. Once the fruit had ripened, the Snow Lion King would be able to feast on it and become 

a Saint Lion Beast. 

Descending Heavens Talisman! 

Fiery Golden Eyes! 

Emperor’s Qi! 

Violet Lightning Strike! 

Binding Talisman! 

Art of Pursuing! 

Qing Shui hit the Snow Lion King with his Big Dipper Sword, and his blows were followed by the endless 

assault of Thunderbolt from the Thunderous Beast.This perfect outcome from his simple strategy left 

Qing Shui in a state of shock. 

The powerful Snow Lion King had become slower, as slow as a snail to be precise. It was barely 

breathing, since it had endured multiple hits from Thunderbolt and from Qing Shui’s Big Dipper Sword. 

The beast could be considered as quite powerful, especially with its formidable defense, which was 

somewhat on par with that of the Heavenly Fire-Armored Rock Bear. Otherwise, it would have been long 

dead by now. 

If Qing Shui were to continue to debuff the Snow Lion King’s ability while having its weakness struck by 

Thunderous Beast continually, the lion would have breathed its last breath a few moments ago. 

Qing Shui allowed the Thunderous Beast to stop when he saw the Snow Lion King on the verge of death. 

It would be a waste to kill such a majestic beast quickly, so he decided to capture and tame the beast for 

his own use. Normally, a demonic beasts with the title of ‘King’ in its name would hardly surrender itself 

to be tamed. They would rather die than submit themselves to the command of a mere human being. 

Because of their nature of a king, they need to prove themselves worthy of that title by being the best of 

their own species. 

Qing Shui extended his arm toward the Snow Lion King to touch it. The beast widened its eyes, bearing 

an expression of alertness as it stared firmly at Qing Shui’s hand. However, with its life force draining 

away quickly, the lion could not move at all. 

At that moment, Qing Shui could feel a strong resistance against his aura. Qing Shui sighed and took out 

a medicinal pill. 



This medicinal pill could heal its wounds, but as he turned to look at the Snow Lion King, he could see a 

strong resistance in its eyes. A sheer force of determination lit from the lion’s eyes, it refused to give in 

even if death were to knock on its doors…… 

Chapter 882 - Jade Spirit Fruit, Stumbled Upon The Golden Jiao’s Lair 

When Qing Shui saw the determined gaze of the Snow Lion King, he knew that the lion was done for. He 

didn’t try to force the beast to consume the medicinal pill - he would rather let the laws of nature 

determine the lion’s fate. 

To be frank, Qing Shui felt quite uncomfortable with his decision. It was quite a pity to let a majestic 

beast like this lion to perish away just like that. However, this was the way of a ‘king’, which was no 

different from the other demonic beasts in the wild. In any case, it was considered rare to be able to 

capture a demonic beast of the king class. Essentially, it would be impossible to do so, especially for 

demonic beasts with the strength greater than a Peak Martial Saint, as they had already possessed an 

intelligence from advanced cognitive functions. 

Before he knew it, the Snow Lion King had slumped to the ground, its body becoming an empty shell, 

completely devoid of life. Qing Shui sighed deeply and then used his Primordial Flames to completely 

cremate the corpse. 

He didn’t salvage the core or the other materials from the Snow Lion King body, but instead buried its 

remains under the soil of the Jade Spirit Fruit Tree. The tree, however, was removed by Qing Shui and 

moved into the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal. 

He initially thought that the process would be a little bit difficult, since this being the first time he had 

attempted to move such a large ten meters tall tree. After a hefty process and a lot of effort, he was 

able to move the tree successfully into the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal. 

The tree would be able to grow inside the realm without much trouble. 

Qing Shui took a closer look at the Jade Spirit Fruit, which was coincidentally also known by the same 

name in his past life as well. This fruit could be consumed by both humans and demonic beasts and 

would effectively increase their Spiritual Qi once consumed. In other words, the fruit had the ability to 

change the constitution of the body fundamentally. 

The effect, however, would differ between every human and demonic beast. Additionally, the fruit 

would require a period of time to ripe completely. Qing Shui could test the effect by then, which should 

be remarkable as the fruit was a product well-guarded by the Snow Lion King after all. 

Killing the beast was his plan all along, but then he had a change of heart and decided to try and tame it 

at the last minute. Ultimately, he didn’t succeed. If he couldn’t tame the demonic beast, then it would 

be impossible to get along with it after that. 

After this matter was settled, Qing Shui proceeded to venture into the deeper parts of the forest. This 

was the Snow Lion King’s territory, so Qing Shui would have no problem in dealing with encounters with 

other demonic beasts of the same level. 

……… 



Finally, he made it out from the forest! 

The bright sun in the sky was a cheerful sight, which subsequently lightened up his mood as well. The 

forest was always gloomy and dark and Qing Shui didn’t like to be stuck in that atmosphere for a long 

period of time. 

He had arrived at the depths of the mountain at last. The surroundings were enclosed with tall ancient 

trees and the atmosphere was peaceful but unrealistically quiet. Qing Shui was alarmed by this odd 

situation and felt that it was suspicious because there were no demonic beasts in sight. 

Qing Shui was bewildered. He was told that the demonic beasts would be stronger the deeper he 

ventured but there was no sight of any beasts, not even a small demonic beast or a tiny flying beast. 

This was a most alarming situation. 

This location seemed like a wide beach. He scanned the area filled with golden sand, then he knelt down 

and grabbed a handful of sand before releasing his palm to let it trickle through his fingers. 

As the sand slipped back to the ground, Qing Shui got up and continued his way forward. There must be 

a sea somewhere ahead! 

This was a beach, after all. Oddly, he could feel a whiff of aura from the sand beneath his feet. This 

beach could be considered a hotspot for demonic beast encounters as it was quite close to the ocean. 

However, he hadn’t seen a single demonic beast since his arrival. The atmosphere was quiet, eerily 

quiet. 

Qing Shui turned his head around to look out for surprise ambushes, then headed toward the area 

where the air felt increasingly moist. On the bright side, the colorful shells scattered around the beach 

painted a bit of vividness to the unsettling quietness of the beach, bringing a little bit of liveliness to the 

atmosphere. 

After a brief stroll along the beach, a large flying beast hurriedly flew by, as if it was trying to run away 

from something. Qing Shui was calm, yet nervous. He couldn’t understand why he felt that way just 

now. 

Qing Shui seemed as if he was walking casually, but his pace was as fast as a flash of lightning. With one 

step on the sand, his body was brought forward by about ten li in an instant. His expression remained 

collected and composed as he expanded his spiritual sense to his surroundings. 

And then, he froze…… 

An overwhelming aura stormed abruptly toward his direction like a hurricane, enveloping everything in 

its path. Qing Shui halted his movements as he continued to observe the aura. 

Roar! 

A heaven-shattering roar trembled across the sky. At that moment, Qing Shui finally realized the true 

meaning of the word ‘heaven-shattering’ as he felt the ground and the sky vibrating from the growling 

screech. This was nothing like any of the cries he had heard before in his entire life. 

One could even hear the roar very distinctively from thousands of li away. 



Qing Shui’s facial expression changed slightly. He stared at the faraway space attentively without taking 

cover, because he knew it would be futile as nothing could evade his opponent’s spiritual sense. 

As he recalled the flying beast from before, he finally realized why it had seemed terrified. 

Roar! 

Another roar echoed throughout the sky, which was promptly followed by a large figure soaring into the 

air. A gigantic golden python-like beast circled the sky swiftly. 

Qing Shui’s eyes followed the golden beast as he was still left in a state of shock. The flying creature in 

the sky was by far the largest demonic beast he had ever seen. 

The circling motion was intriguing as well. Qing Shui had never seen a dragon before, but he had seen 

illustrations of one from books and pictures in his past life. However, when he saw the golden beast in 

the sky, he was instantly reminded of the majestic figure of a dragon. 

A dragon form! 

The gigantic golden figure was about 200 meters in length with the body as strong as diamonds. Two 

humps were peeking through the ferocious head of the Jiao, as if it would eventually grow out horns 

from the top of its head. 

The Golden Jiao! 

Qing Shui finally realized that the flying beast was a Golden Jiao but he had no idea whether this beast 

could be the same Golden Jiao King that had destroyed the entire Cheng Clan. This Golden Jiao seemed 

to fit the bill, or rather, this could be the exact Golden Jiao King that was responsible for the annihilation 

of an entire clan. 

He wasn’t quite certain of the number of Golden Jiao dwelling in the Sky Penetrating Mountains but he 

guessed that there shouldn’t be a lot of demonic beasts with such strength dwelling nearby or in other 

places around the mountain either. Moreover, if the Golden Jiao’s habitat was in this region, he could 

conclude that this mighty beast must be the one responsible for the deaths of the entire Cheng Clan. 

As the Golden Jiao soared in the air, its eyes zoomed toward the beach and locked its gaze onto Qing 

Shui, as if it had detected Qing Shui’s presence in its territory. The eyes that were akin to two enormous 

lanterns flashed brilliantly across Qing Shui as it turned its ferocious head in his direction. 

In the Golden Jiao’s eyes, Qing Shui seemed quite tiny, similar to a small ant on a wide field of sand. 

However, the beast was able to detect waves of energy from the tiny human and that he had trespassed 

into its lair. 

What would Qing Shui think if he knew that he had stepped into the Golden Jiao’s lair? If he knew that 

he had, Qing Shui would be able to realize why he hadn’t been able to encounter any demonic beast 

when he arrived at this part of the forest. 

The flying beast from before must have mistakenly flown into this area, which could explain why it had 

seemed so terrified as it fled in the opposite direction. Qing Shui was beginning to wonder if he was 

responsible for the awakening of the Golden Jiao, or whether it was the smaller flying beast’s fault. 



Demonic beasts of the Jiao species and the snake species have unique builds. The stronger ones could 

easily reach a size of more than a 100 meters due to their natural gifts. Other flying beasts, in contrary, 

would find it hard to reach more than a hundred meters as their growth limits were vastly lower than 

the jiao and snake species. 

Qing Shui had a strange inclination that made him remember the woman from the crystal coffin when 

he faced the Golden Jiao in the sky. In any case, Qing Shui was no longer the same man he was during 

the time he met the woman in the crystal coffin. 

Could the Golden Jiao have become stronger since the time it destroyed that clan? 

Qing Shui couldn’t get a good grasp on the Golden Jiao’s overall strength, but he definitely knew that the 

enormous beast was undeniably powerful. In any case, the Golden Jiao wasn’t an opponent he could 

easily defeat for now, even with his debuff abilities. Qing Shui also had a feeling that he wouldn’t be able 

to pierce through the Golden Jiao’s body just by looking at the lustrous diamond-like build of the 

enormous creature. 

The disparity between their strengths was too great. Qing Shui had discarded the idea of battling the 

Golden Jiao. Escaping from the grasps of this terrifying beast was all he could think of right now. 

Qing Shui quickly turned around and ran. 

Roar! 

The clamoring screech was evidently louder than the previous two roars. The enormous frame of the 

Golden Jiao hovered in the air as the beast blitzed toward Qing Shui at a lightning speed. 

This terrifying speed was enough to push Qing Shui to consume a Gale Pellet immediately. After that, he 

quickly turned around and smacked a Descending Heavens Talisman onto the Golden Jiao! 

Fiery Golden Eyes! 

Emperor’s Qi! 

Roar Roar! 

The Golden Jiao became furious from the debuffs and proceeded and its whole body began to gleam 

brightly with a golden light. Not only did its speed and power return to normal, the Golden Jiao’s 

attributes had also become stronger than before. 

Qing Shui was crying in pain on the inside. Nevertheless, he took out multiple poisonous 10,000 Years 

Coldsteel Needles and shot each of them toward the gigantic beast in succession. The needles were 

extremely fine and sharp, and within seconds, the needles had appeared in front of the Golden Jiao. 

Clink! 

A clear sound echoed in the air, followed the by a succession of similar echoes. By now, the needles 

were already broken into fragments. Met with the failure of his attacks, Qing Shui was even more 

determined to flee from the fight. The strength of this Golden Jiao was too perverted. Moreover, the 

hardness of its body was no joke…… 



The Golden Jiao had an extraordinary ability to strengthen its power and spiritual capacity after being 

inflicted with Qing Shui’s debuffs. This didn’t necessarily mean that the debuffs were completely 

dispelled, but the effects were fully compensated by its battle skills. If Qing Shui didn’t apply some more 

weakening techniques onto the Golden Jiao, perhaps its power would be more formidable and 

terrifying. 

Qing Shui was quite crafty in his escape, a special trait that came from the usage of his Ghostly Steps. He 

could also use the terrain to his advantage to aid in his escape with agility, wickedness, and shrewdness. 

In the midst of his escape, Qing Shui had inevitably reached the border of the forest. He took no time to 

enter the dense forest and quickly moved around to maneuver away from the Golden Jiao. 

The Golden Jiao, on the other hand, mercilessly razed through the forest, toppling and crushing the 

towering ancient trees instantly. At the same time, Qing Shui conjured two Primordial Flame Balls in his 

hands and aimed the flames toward the head of the great beast. 

His Hidden Weapons had proven to be useless and ineffective against the hard surface of the Golden 

Jiao’s body. Qing Shui felt that he could inflict some sort of damage against the Golden Jiao with the 

Primordial Flame Balls instead. And to his amazement, the Golden Jiao showed a moment of caution 

when the flame balls appeared to trail scorchingly toward its head. 

Thus, Qing Shui decided to use the Primordial Flame Balls to stall for time and he also used the flames as 

a defense mechanism against the Golden Jiao. A series of furious roars echoed throughout the forest, 

followed by the trampling of the aging trees and a scattered trail of wooden debris was left behind the 

Golden Jiao. 

Qing Shui soared and glided behind a tree hidden in the mountain pass before entering the Realm of the 

Violet Jade Immortal without hesitation. 

The Golden Jiao followed promptly and rammed the very tree Qing Shui had hidden behind, destroying 

everything in its path. However, Qing Shui was long gone before it had the chance to wound him. His 

aura had already disappeared when the Golden Jiao attempted to sense his presence in the 

surroundings. 

Even after affirming the absence of Qing Shui’s aura, the Golden Jiao continued to destroy the nearby 

trees relentlessly. Despite being a powerful and intelligent demonic beast, intellectual perception didn’t 

seem to be one of its fortes. 

Qing Shui was now safe inside his Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal. After a moment of cultivation, he 

decided to exit the realm to get a hold of the situation. 

The Golden Jiao was thrashing about nearby like it was waiting for Qing Shui to re-appear. However, the 

intelligence of a demonic beast was distinctively lower than that of a human being. The Golden Jiao was 

a prime example - it didn’t even notice the presence of Qing Shui’s aura since it was blinded by the 

hatred in its heart. The conclusion drawn by the Golden Jiao was that Qing Shui had already fled far 

away from its territory. 



After a few moments, the Golden Jiao trampled a row of trees once more before it turned around and 

left. Qing Shui observed the beast’s movements quietly, making sure that the Golden Jiao had returned 

to its lair before continuing on his journey. 

Qing Shui didn’t want to waste his time allocated to the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal carelessly. If 

he were to use up the entire six hours, he would have to depend on his Nine Continent Boots to escape 

from peril. 

Of course, he could also choose to use the Nine Continent Steps instead to pass through the Sky 

Penetrating Mountains without going through countless winding paths unnecessarily. 

Now that he knew about the Golden Jiao’s lair, he decided to go around it for safety reasons. He took a 

long detour and stayed as far away from the territory infused with the Golden Jiao’s Spiritual Qi as much 

as possible. 

The detour began from the hundred li into the woods, and toward the south, then north. At the same 

time, he expanded his spiritual sense as he ventured around the Golden Jiao’s territory to detect 

potential dangers from miles away. 

After Qing Shui managed to detour around the Golden Jiao’s territory, he finally let out a sigh of relief. 

This was the first time Qing Shui had battled with a demonic beast as strong as the Golden Jiao, which 

had ultimately forced him to flee in dismay. 

Chapter 883 - Five-Headed Demonic Spider, Battle 

Qing Shui wasn’t sure if that Golden Jiao was a Martial Emperor level demonic beast. Even if it wasn’t, 

he speculated that the strength of the Golden Jiao had to be somewhere close. In the presence of such 

formidable strength, Qing Shui wouldn’t be able to survive if he didn’t have the Realm of the Violet Jade 

Immortal as an outlet of escape. 

If he sensed that something was amiss, Qing Shui would escape into the Realm of the Violet Jade 

Immortal without hesitation. He had taken half a day to detour around this area. Even though he wasn’t 

as afraid as he thought would be, he was still nervous that he would accidentally encounter a demonic 

beast of such level again despite taking the effort to detour around its lair. 

The Golden Jiao’s lair was quite close and was less than 200,000 li from the forest. It wouldn’t be strange 

if he were to bump into it in this 100,000 li area. This was because this area was near the border of its 

territory. Thinking about it now, its range of activity could be considered normal for a Golden Jiao of its 

size. If he had to blame something, it would be his own lousy luck. 

After multiple encounters with demonic beasts that had superior strength, Qing Shui was beginning to 

realize how ill-prepared he was and how weak his powers were. At the same time, he was able to see 

the difference between those powerful beasts and himself, which was sufficient to motivate him to 

catch up to that level in order to defeat them. 

There were no known Martial Emperors in the World of the Nine Continents, and Qing Shui certainly 

knew he wasn’t worthy of becoming one yet. He hadn’t reached the heights of his limit yet, so naturally 

he wouldn’t be able to penetrate into the circle of those who were far superior to himself. 



Martial Emperors were nothing uncommon in the Demon Gate and the Lion King’s Ridges. These sects 

were essentially the spikes soldered into metal sheets - impenetrable and dominant. The woman in the 

crystal coffin could be a Martial Emperor as well, despite the obscurity of her cultivation realm. 

Moreover, she had been sleeping inside the crystal coffin for years. As for how long she had slumbered, 

he had no clue… 

It had been three days since Qing Shui had left the Golden Jiao’s lair, and he had not encountered any 

demonic beasts in his path yet. He knew that he was still within the Golden Jiao’s territory, so it would 

be impossible to encounter another demonic beast that would dare to wander into this area foolishly. 

Knowing this, Qing Shui mounted his Fire Bird and flew in the sky without fear. He sped through the air 

quickly with his next goal in mind - to go to the highest peak of the mountain to look for the Sky 

Penetrating Grass he desired. He estimated the distance from the lesser Sky Penetrating Grass and 

speculated that the Sky Penetrating Grass of more than 5,000 years should be somewhere on top of the 

highest peak. 

Perhaps that was linked to the origins of the herb’s name? 

However, Qing Shui quickly dismissed his theory when he recalled the appearance of the Sky 

Penetrating Grass. The herb may be small, but it was perfectly straight and magnificent as if it could 

pierce through the sky with its form. Moreover, there were also several white spots on top of the herb, 

much like the glittering specks formed by the silver stars in the night sky. 

Perhaps this was the real reason why it was named as the ‘Sky Penetrating Grass’. In any case, Qing Shui 

still maintained the belief that the Sky Penetrating Grass he sought could be found growing in places of 

high altitude. 

With that in mind, his place of interest should be at the peak of the lofty mountains. However, that was 

easier said than done, as there were countless mountains within a million li of the perimeter. He was 

perplexed at first, but as he recalled his inability to venture through the deeper parts of the forest due 

to his current strength, he decided that he would travel to the mountain peaks within 500,000 li, or 

maybe 400,000 li just to be safe. 

Five days had passed without much trouble but then Qing Shui finally encountered another powerful 

demonic beast. However, this time, he had a strong urge to kill this demonic beast the moment it 

appeared in front of him. 

Five-Headed Demonic Spider! 

Of course, it wouldn’t be strange for a demonic beast this powerful to appear in this area - it was 

beyond question. Nevertheless, Qing Shui wanted to test his strength. He knew this beast wasn’t as 

formidable as the Golden Jiao earlier because he had prior knowledge about this spider from his earlier 

research on demonic beasts in the World of the Nine Continents. 

The strength of the Five-Headed Demonic Spider was measured by the number of heads on its body. 

Two heads signified the strength of Xiantian, three heads signified the strength of a Martial King, and 

four heads signified the strength of a Martial Saint. 



Naturally, five heads would mean that it was around the level of a Martial Emperor. The information 

Qing Shui had received did not clarify this bit any further, but one thing was certain. The strength of the 

Five-Headed Demonic Spider would be at least halfway on the edge of the Martial Emperor realm. 

However, demonic beasts of this kind had a deadly weakness, and that would be its extremely slow 

speed. Fire elemental attacks would also be twice as effective against this kind of demonic beast. 

Nonetheless, the spider was a king of its species - a king level demonic beast. Qing Shui had expected 

the spider to be surrounded by a number of demonic beasts playing the role of the spider’s minions. 

Even so, he thought hard about his plan and decided to try and tame it. If he failed to do so, he could 

always run away to safety, far from the grasp of the demonic beast. 

Not only was the Five-Headed Demonic Spider afraid of fire, its movements were terribly slow. 

Moreover, the spider lacked range attacks and relied solely on melee combat to win fights. However, 

the spider had the ability to use its webs to attack in close range battles to a certain degree. It could also 

summon a horde of spiders to attack its foe. In addition, the spider’s attacks were all poisonous, which 

could corrode its opponent’s defense, inflicting greater damage at the same time. 

Similarly to the Blackjade Poisonous Spiderweb, the web of the Five-Headed Demonic Beast has a high 

corrosive ability and was able to corrode everything it ensnared within a few seconds, including metals 

of the ‘false divine weapon’ grade. 

The silk also has an extremely high tenacity and was also highly cohesive in nature. Anything ensnared 

by the web would eventually deteriorate from the deadly constriction of the web. The corrosion would 

penetrate the skin and muscles and slowly move towards the inner organs. In conclusion, the poison of 

this spider’s web was extremely vicious and should not be underestimated. 

Once stuck to the web, the poison from the layers of web would seep into the opponent and consume 

everything. The limited speed of the Five-Headed Demonic Beast was a sort of blessing for its enemies, 

otherwise, the spider would be too deadly and terrifying. Even so, no one would dare to provoke the 

spider, lest they wished to die a painful and horrible death. 

Moreover, although the speed of the Five-Headed Demonic Spider was comparatively slow, and it was 

significantly slower than demonic beasts of the same level, not all Martial Kings or Martial Saints would 

be much faster than it. This was despite the fact that the Five-Headed Demonic Spider was known to 

have a slow speed. 

The Five-Headed Demonic Spider appeared to be as enormous as a mighty mountain. Its heads seemed 

quite ferocious, and one look at its green slick eyeballs could send shivers down one’s spine. 

Its eight giant legs towered like stalks of movable pillars. Its lustrous legs glimmered with a brilliance like 

Coldsteel. The body of the Five-Headed Demonic Spider was entirely silver gray in color and its outer 

shell spider was as solid as an armor. When the spider spotted Qing Shui within its territory, it let out a 

horrible cry that could pierce the eardrums of those who heard it. 

This was Qing Shui’s first time hearing the cries of a spider. He didn’t think it would be this horrible to his 

ears……… 

Nevertheless, it was time to attack! 



Since he had made up his mind, Qing Shui placed the Thunderous Beast and himself at the limit of their 

attack range, and without further ado, he commanded the Thunderous Beast to release its Thunderbolt 

attack. 

Thunderbolt! 

Speed wasn’t the Five-Headed Demonic Spider’s forte, so naturally the damage from the Thunderbolt 

was deadly. Not only was it deadly, Thunderbolt could also decrease the spider’s speed progressively 

each time it was struck by the attack. 

The piercing cry rang out once again, but this time, numerous spiders appeared from afar. However, 

these spiders were significantly smaller than the Five-Headed Demonic Spider, most of them had two 

heads, three heads, or even four heads on their bodies. Surprisingly, the majority of these spiders were 

at the level of a Martial Saint. 

The Sky Penetrating Mountains was indeed a place of wonder and complications. From what Qing Shui 

could see, there were hundreds of demonic spiders crawling toward his direction. Seeing a field of 

gigantic ‘spiders’ made Qing Shui shudder in disgust and horror. 

He spared no time and called out his Fire Bird as he knew that all spiders were vulnerable to fire. It 

would be a walk in the park for the Fire Bird to kill all these weaker spiders within seconds due to the 

bird’s formidable prowess. 

Meanwhile, the Thunderous Beast continued to blast the Five-Headed Demonic Spider with its 

Thunderbolt attack again while maintaining a distance. Qing Shui, the Thunderous Beast, and the Fire 

Bird retreated slowly as they continued their assault against the horde of spiders. 

Descending Heaven Talisman! 

Fiery Golden Eyes! 

Emperor’s Qi! 

In an instant, the Five-Headed Demonic Spider had slowed down greatly. Even though the spider’s 

original speed could not be considered that slow compared to the Thunderous Beast, the Thunderous 

Beast was now able to match it with its current speed since it had debuffed the spider with the 

Thunderbolt attack. 

Qing Shui was able to keep up the pace since he had consumed a Gale Pellet earlier. Despite the Fire 

Bird being faster than the Thunderous Beast, it would not be able to match against the speed of the 

Five-Headed Demonic Spider without the debuffs either. 

In any case, Qing Shui was aiming to match the Five-Headed Demonic Spider’s speed for at least a brief 

moment so that he could retreat slowly as he continued his assault. If he could succeed in his attempt, 

then victory would be assured. As long as he could maintain the balance for a period of time, then his 

strategy would definitely work. 

Violet Lightning Strike! 



Qing Shui took the opportunity to strike with his Primordial Flame Balls and aimed the poisonous 10,000 

Years Coldsteel Beads towards four different heads of the Five-Headed Demonic Spider. At the same 

time, Qing Shui followed up his attack with a Binding Talisman as well. 

Undoubtedly, the Thunderous Beast was a powerful demonic beast. The Violet Lightning Strike was only 

able to paralyze the spider with absolute certainty for a short period of time. However, this small 

window of time was enough for Qing Shui’s attack to hit the spider with accuracy. 

Pu Pu…… 

Qing Shui’s ‘Primordial Flame Balls’ and the poisonous 10,000 Years Frosted Iron Balls punctured the 

spider’s heads through its gigantic eyes with a formidable force. 

The piercing cry was a literal shrill that could burst one’s eardrums. What came next was a shocking 

revelation to Qing Shui as he saw the four severely wounded heads rolling down from the spider’s body. 

He felt cold shivers all over his body when he heard the awful cry of the spider that sounded quite 

similar to the wails of a banshee. 

The Thunderous Beast had also infused its accumulated power into its attack as the Thunderbolt 

continued to strike the Five-Headed Demonic Spider. 

At the same time, Qing Shui’s Fire Bird continued its assault the incoming horde of spiders with its 

flames. 

Additionally, the Fire Bird and the Thunderous Beast had both been fed a Gale Pellet by Qing Shui to 

increase their attack speed. 

It was at this time that Qing Shui found the right opportunity to bring out his Soulshake Bell. 

Without hesitation, Qing Shui immediate used his Soulshake Bell against the Five-Headed Demonic 

Beast. Based on his memory of the historical records, the Five-Headed Demonic Beast was said to 

possess a special kind of spiritual energy. With five heads intact, each of its heads would contain a 

certain amount of spiritual energy that could be used to secure its status as a formidable leader within 

its circle. 

Naturally, the spider had become extremely furious after realizing it had lost four heads to Qing Shui’s 

hands. If it wanted to cultivate its heads back to its former condition, it would require more than an 

extensive 4,000 years to do so. 

Not only was the Five-Headed Demonic Spider overwhelmed with rage, it was instilled with a profound 

sensation of fear as well. The spider was becoming slower, as if it had stepped into a pool of quicksand, 

pulling back its legs as it struggled to crawl towards Qing Shui. The Thunderous Beast, on the other 

hand, continued to release multiple Thunderbolt attacks from a safe distance. 

Qing Shui’s lips curved into a smile - he knew he had found the right approach. This demonic beast was 

quite unfortunate to have Qing Shui as its opponent, as he could be considered a kryptonite to its 

powers. Four heads were already down before it could release 10% of its ability. 

The Golden Jiao and the Five-Headed Demonic Spider were much stronger than the Snow Lion King. The 

lion wasn’t even in the same cultivation realm as the two demonic beasts to begin with. 



The Five-Headed Demonic Beast was still screeching in pain. Suddenly, the spider turned to Qing Shui 

and shot itself toward in his direction with a speed a few times faster than before. At the same time, the 

air around the spider became distorted due to the momentum of its speed. 

In that moment, the spider also spat out a sticky mass that turned out to be a huge spider web, which 

spread out like an uncovered tarp that attempted to ensnare Qing Shui. He could even smell a disgusting 

odor that felt nauseating from the spider web coming from miles away. 

Qing Shui couldn’t risk touching the web but it was already too late to enter the Realm of the Violet Jade 

Immortal. Despite having half a breath of time, it still wasn’t enough to evade from the impending 

danger. 

At that precise moment, Qing Shui took out the Primordial Demon Refining Furnace without hesitation 

and enlarged it in an instant, dropping it in between himself and the Five-Headed Demonic Spider like a 

small mountain in the middle of its path. 

Dong! 

A dull sound echoed in the surrounding, and the Five-Headed Demonic Spider was subsequently blocked 

from advancing further, gaining some extra time for Qing Shui. He looked at the spider web heading 

towards him and his Thunderous Beast. In the next moment, he held up his hand and swiftly shot a 

Primordial Flame. 

The Fire Bird soaring in the sky followed up this attack and shot multiple Hell’s Inferno fireballs towards 

the spider web continuously. 

The spider web was vulnerable to fire despite its robust quality. The damage inflicted by the Fire Bird’s 

flame attack was super effective. However, the web would not suffer any damages from ordinary fires 

and flames. 

Luckily, Qing Shui’s Primordial Flames were powerful enough to inflict damage on the spider web. He 

took precautions and prepared his Violet Gold Divine Shield to stall for time for him to enter the Realm 

of the Violet Jade Immortal, just in case he wouldn’t be able to withstand the force of the web. 

In the end, everything was fine. Qing Shui turned to the Primordial Demon Refining Furnace that had 

sent the Five-Headed Demonic Spider into a state of fear and took back his full control. The spider was 

instilled with fear and was left with one head intact on its body…… 

The gigantic Five-Headed Demonic Spider with its body akin to Coldsteel finally slumped to the ground in 

front of the Primordial Demon Refining Furnace without moving an inch. The beast was visibly shaken as 

it was overwhelmed with extreme fear. 

Suddenly, Qing Shui had an idea! 

“Can I tame it?” Qing Shui looked at the gigantic spider with disbelief. The beast was certainly ferocious, 

but its cry was displeasing to his ears. The eyes of the beast were unpleasant to look at as well……… 

Note: Term Change → Frosted Iron Balls to Coldsteel Beads 

Chapter 884 - Taming A Five-Headed Demonic Spider 



The demonic spider seemed to have lost its battle wits the moment the Primordial Demon Refining 

Furnace appeared within its vicinity. This kind of situation had happened before, and the affected beast 

would be weakened greatly in terms of its power and it would be inflicted with intense fright as well. If 

the beast was used for demon refining, it would rather fight to its death than subject to itself to the 

immolation to the demon refining. Of course, it would not retaliate as long as Qing Shui wasn’t planning 

on using it for demon refining. 

The Five-Headed Demonic Beast fixed its gleaming green eyes on the Primordial Demon Refining 

Furnace with uneasiness. The beast remained still, and somewhat ignored Qing Shui who was standing 

on the side. He didn’t mind one bit and continued to assess the situation between the beast and the 

furnace. 

Capturing the demonic beast was initially difficult, as the spider possessed a strength that may prove to 

be too powerful for Qing Shui to handle. However, the spider’s powers were already debuffed, and he 

also had the Primordial Demon Refining Furnace to assist him in the acquisition process. Hopefully, Qing 

Shui thought, the capturing process would go much smoother without any sudden problems. 

If he could capture a demonic beast like this, he would be able to cultivate it and make it stronger with 

the aid of his medicinal pills. Moreover, he had a feeling that he could use those ‘pellets’ to restore the 

severed heads and this could also allow the spider to gain an exponential increase in its ability. 

The spider already possessed an impeccable strength, which almost felt like the strength verging into 

the realm of the Martial Emperor. Maybe if he tried it this time……… 

A sense of excitement overwhelmed Qing Shui’s heart as he glanced at the half-crippled Five-Headed 

Demonic Spider. Both the Diamond Gigantic Elephant and Fire Bird still had a long way to go to achieve 

their next growth and Qing Shui was already content with the Thunderous Beast as a semi-automatic 

battle beast with the capability to act accordingly. He had rarely used the Jade Emperor Queen Bee and 

the Gold-Silver Colored Butterflies in his battles, and the horde of Jade Emperor Bees had been assigned 

to harvest the Queen Bee Nectar instead. 

Even though the Five-Headed Demonic Spider wasn’t a ranged attacker, the beast had the potential to 

become even greater and more powerful than its current form. For the time being, Qing Shui deemed 

the Five-Headed Demonic Spider potentially useful for his subsequent battles. With such potential, this 

beast could even achieve multiple breakthroughs to become an extremely superior battle beast in its 

destined future. 

Qing Shui’s spiritual energy enveloped the Five-Headed Demonic Spider carefully and gently. 

The spiritual energy then promptly entered into the spider’s mind. It was more convenient and easier 

for Qing Shui as the beast only had one head remaining on its body. If he had to tame this demonic 

beast while it had multiple heads, he might encounter extreme difficulties in his endeavor - essentially, it 

would be impossible. 

At the same time, Qing Shui repeatedly hit the surface of the Primordial Demon Refining Furnace as the 

energy from his body transferred into it in a consistent flow. The gleaming light surrounding the ancient 

air of the furnace glowed brighter, followed by a series of faint beast callings echoing in the air. The 



spiritual callings felt magnificent and shuddering, which was sufficient to frighten this demonic beast 

with absolute certainty. 

Qing Shui’s spiritual energy continuously disrupted the spider’s spiritual energy as he tried to make the 

spider recognize his superior power and authority. With the furnace’s terrifying ability, the Five-Headed 

Demonic Spider had no choice but to concede to its fear as it shivered in uneasiness. 

Just then, Qing Shui took out a pellet that was refined from the core of the deity statue. He had made up 

his mind - if he could capture this demonic beast, then essentially he had nothing to worry about within 

the 30,000 li depth of Sky Penetrating Mountains. After all, the Five-Headed Demonic Spider could be 

considered a powerful demonic beast with a territorial dominance characteristic. 

Qing Shui took the Crimson Pellet and placed it in front of the Five-Headed Demonic Beast. He 

continued to infuse his Qi into the Primordial Demon Refining Furnace while targeting the Five-Headed 

Demonic Spider with his spiritual energy to distract the beast from resisting the temptations of the 

Crimson Pellet. 

Demonic beasts and humans were made different. No matter how strong a demonic beast was, its 

intellectual capability could never be compared to that of a human being. Once the demonic beast had 

validated one person, it would not change its mind. The stronger the demonic beast was, the more loyal 

it would become. This was also the case for the Five-Headed Demonic Spider. If it were to accept Qing 

Shui’s ‘pellet’ willingly, then it would swear loyalty to him for eternity. 

The possibility of the Five-Headed Demonic Spider being a demonic beast king was of no concern to 

Qing Shui any longer. A demonic beast king could only be captured by experienced beast tamers or 

those with unique bloodlines, albeit with the same low capture rate. Qing Shui admitted his excellence 

over beast tamers, but as for the cultivators with a unique bloodline, he had only heard rumors about 

them and never had the chance to acquaint himself with one. 

Time was ticking away and Qing Shui began to feel nervous. When he caught the Ten Thousand 

Poisonous Violet Sable back then, he had used a Flower of Life to tame it. Now that he had encountered 

the Five-Headed Demonic Spider in this area, he decided to capture it first before he began his journey 

to find the Sky Penetrating Grass at the peak of the mountain. 

The Gold-Silver Colored Butterflies though, were an unexpected case. They were easily captured after 

they had succumbed to the presence of the Jade Emperor Queen Bee. 

Qing Shui didn’t know if the Five-Headed Demonic Spider had other weaknesses but he was certain that 

the spider was half a step into the Martial Emperor realm - its breakthrough was near. 

However, the demonic spider could easily lose its life whilst pursuing the breakthrough to Martial 

Emperor if was not careful. Demonic beasts have a stronger desire for power compared to most human 

beings. In their world, the laws of the jungle were everything - the strong would always rule over the 

weak. 

Qing laughed as he saw the Five-Headed Demonic Spider struggling to escape from the temptations of 

the Crimson Pellet. The spider was tempted by its desire, but couldn’t bring itself to fall into Qing Shui’s 

trap. This was his plan all along - it was crucial for the demonic beast to recognize its owner for the 

taming process to be complete. Most demonic beasts would not recognize a weak person as their 



owner. In the spider’s perspective, Qing Shui could be considered strong since he was able to severe 

four of its heads at once, much to its contempt. 

Demonic beasts have simple thoughts, any form of assault - sneak attack or by poisonous means - were 

essentially the same to them. In a way, that might have contributed to the spider’s hesitation toward 

the pellet. Of course, Qing Shui’s Primordial Demon Refining Furnace definitely had a huge effect on this 

spider, but the most lethally enticing factor right now would be the Crimson Pellet in front of its eyes. 

Qing Shui currently had an 80% chance of capturing the spider. With a boost of confidence, he took out 

eight more Crimson Pellets and swayed them in front of the demonic beast. He did so to tempt the 

spider into submission as the Crimson Pellets could only be consumed twice at most. Anything more 

would be useless and ineffective. 

After the time it took for an incense to burn had passed, the Five-Headed Demonic Spider finally opened 

its enormous mouth. 

With a smile curved on his face, Qing Shui was quite ecstatic as he took a Crimson Pellet and hurled it 

into the Five-Headed Demonic Spider’s mouth. 

It was a success! 

This spider was truly a demonic beast at the Peak Martial Saint level. Even so, he believed that the beast 

could potentially become a Martial Emperor of the lowest level in due time. Even though Qing Shui 

didn’t have a good understanding of the Martial Emperor grade, he had a feeling that the Golden Jiao 

and the woman in the crystal coffin were both Martial Emperors of the lowest level as well. 

Qing Shui thought that it would be best for the Five-Headed Demonic Spider to quickly advance into the 

Martial Emperor Realm since it had already become his own demonic beast after all. 

The spider gave a loud piercing screech, as if it was telling Qing Shui that it had become significantly 

stronger. 

Qing Shui approached the spider with his physical senses suppressed and his spiritual sense expanded. 

The energy capacity of the Five-Headed Demonic Spider kept increasing at an accelerated rate, flowing 

violently between its veins to refine every part of its body. 

Suddenly, one of the severed parts of the spider began to form an obscure flesh surrounded by blood, 

until the figure finally began to form into a ferocious head. The head seemed slightly different, with the 

color of the head becoming as white as the moon. Qing Shui discovered that the spider had forced out a 

fresh new head with the use of its energy despite it being painful to do so. The spider wouldn’t have 

become this miserable had Qing Shui not sliced off its heads in the first place. 

The third pellet! 

Fourth pellet! 

And the fifth pellet! 

The pellets had allowed the Five-Headed Demonic Spider to not only recover its powers fully, but to 

allow the spider to grow stronger in the process. The growth of the spider had essentially confirmed his 



suspicion, that the core used for the concoction of the Crimson Pellet was indeed from a powerful 

Divine Beast. 

Qing Shui couldn’t care less whether the core was from a Divine Beast or not. As long as the Crimson 

Pellet could benefit him in a long run, then it was enough. Qing Shui was elated as he looked at his 

demonic beast proudly. He had finally succeeded in taming the Five-Headed Demonic Spider on his own. 

The energy capacity of the Five-Headed Demonic Spider had slowly returned to normal. As the beast 

cocked its head toward Qing Shui again, he took out another Crimson Pellet and fed it to the spider. 

The Five-Headed Demonic Spider remained still as it slumped onto the ground as Qing Shui looked on 

silently and patiently. He could feel a large portion of the energy within the spider fluctuating rapidly 

and increasingly forceful. 

Screech! 

Qing Shui was almost deafened by the piercing cry of the spider! 

Suddenly, Qing Shui opened his eyes and retreated immediately, while at the same time, the Five-

Headed Demonic Spider exuded a faint layer of light akin to the glow of the pale white moon. 

Chapter 885 - Early Martial Emperor Five-Headed Demonic Spider, Qing Shui multiplying his earnings 

The huge body of the Five-Headed Demonic Spider had not grown larger. In fact, it seemed to have 

shrunk slightly. Nonetheless, it gave off a feeling that it had become more ‘tempered’ and its shriek 

became even louder. 

The silverish-grey glow from the Five-Headed Demonic Spider grew brighter and brighter. Its huge body 

trembled continuously. It started to shed its shell, which was as hard a steel. It was growing a new layer. 

Rebirth? 

Qing Shui felt that his wish might be fulfilled soon. If the Five-Headed Demonic Spider could break 

through to Martial Emperor, even if it was the weakest of Martial Emperors, it would be sufficient. 

The silverish-grey glow grew brighter and brighter and the Five-Headed Demonic Spider’s aura grew 

stronger and stronger. Qing Shui stood in the distance and watched, waiting for the Five-Headed 

Demonic Spider to evolve. 

The time it took for one incense stick to burn passed. Suddenly, the body of the Five-Headed Demonic 

Spider seemed to have exploded. The silverish-grey glow became extremely resplendent. The Five-

Headed Demonic Spider released an intense aura and was wrapped up in that glow. 

This time, it did not take long. Soon, the glow rescinded. Qing Shui stared blankly at the Five-Headed 

Demonic Spider in front of him. It was a pure silverish-grey and it looked very beautiful. Its body had a 

metallic look to it. However, it seemed to be half as large as before… 

However, its abilities had undoubtedly grown a lot stronger and its thick aura was incomparably 

intense…… 



Qing Shui felt that the current Five-Headed Demonic Spider should be comparable to that Golden 

Dragon. The eyes on the five huge heads turned silvery-grey. It looked a lot more natural on it. 

When it saw Qing Shui, it actually made ‘chichi’ sound and ran over. Then it ran circles around Qing Shui. 

Maybe because it had become his demonic beast but Qing Shui could feel that it had a strange 

connection with him. 

He could even feel a sort of dependence that the Five-Headed Demonic Spider had towards him. It was 

an indescribable feeling. It was as though the Five-Headed Demonic Spider was a small child…… 

This feeling made Qing Shui feel like laughing. It was an indescribable feeling. He stretched his hands out 

to touch this huge fellow, trying to sense its abilities. He was actually unable to tell…… 

However, now that it had become his demonic beast, Qing Shui was able to use his Heavenly Vision 

Technique to look at the Five-Headed Demonic Spider. He wanted to see what strong techniques it had, 

so that he would be able to utilize it better in the future. 

Mutated Five-Headed Demonic Spider! 

This was the first thing Qing Shui saw. He felt amazed for awhile before he became happy. The 

probability of demonic beasts mutating was very low. When it happened, it was normally a good thing. It 

would gain some special abilities or techniques, allowing its abilities to become stronger. 

Thinking of the size of the Five-Headed Demonic Spider, Qing Shui felt that it should be a result of the 

mutation. He then went to take a look at the techniques of the Five-Headed Demonic Spider. 

Five Qi Origin: The Five-Headed Demonic Spider’s innate technique. Permanently raises the body’s 

abilities by five times. Does not consume any energy. 

Qing Shui was stunned. He original felt that having the Fire Bird and himself was enough. Only now did 

he realize that the gap between a peak Martial Saint and an early Martial Emperor was so wide.He was 

sure that the abilities of the Five-Headed Demonic Spider were definitely at the level of a Martial 

Emperor. It might even be a high early Martial Emperor. 

Corrosive Poison Web: The Five-Headed Demonic Spider attacks with an inescapable web. The web has 

a cohesive and corrosive property. The resilient spider silk is difficult to cut even with a blade. 

Poison Silk Entanglement: The Five-Headed Demonic Spider can fire a thread of poison silk. This attack 

has a range of 500 meters and entangles the target. Its speed is very fast and it is highly toxic and 

cohesive. 

Spider Swarm Attack: The unique ability of a king of demonic beasts. Its strong subjects are able to 

attack together with it. 

Flying Spider Silk: After using this ability, its speed will increase by five times. This ability lasts for seven 

and a half minutes. It can be used once a day. 

Sharpness: The Five-Headed Demonic Spider’s eight legs are incredibly sharp. They carry a high toxicity 

and penetrating ability. 

Unyielding Shield: The Five-Headed Demonic Spider’s defense is extremely strong. 



Qing Shui quickly looked through the techniques in one breath. This Five-Headed Demonic Spider did 

not have many battle techniques, nor did it have an explosive ability like the Mighty Elephant Stomp or 

Mighty Elephant’s Recklessness. 

Although this Five-Headed Demonic Spider did not have that kind of explosive battle techniques, nor did 

it have a technique like the Fire Bird’s Hell’s Inferno, it was good at sneak attacks and crowd control. It 

could suddenly increase its speed and use the Corrosive Poison Web or Poison Silk Entanglement. Qing 

Shui was thinking that he could combine the Thunderous Beast’s Violet Lightning Strike with the 

Corrosive Poison Web or Poison Silk Entanglement… 

The Flying Spider Silk was a skill that it had obtained after it mutated. The Corrosive Poison Web and 

Poison Silk Entanglement should have been strengthened as well. He was now satisfied. He had never 

expected that after mutating, it would warm up to him so much. He initially thought that this early 

Martial Emperor beast would not be as close to him as his other demonic beasts. However, things 

turned out different to what he had expected. 

Qing Shui attempted to communicate with it but after he heard its voice, he became stunned… 

That old turtle that guarded the water crystal palace back then had an aged voice. It was a voice that 

was transmitted through his consciousness. However, the voice he heard from the Five-Headed 

Demonic Spider now was that of a four or five year old girl…… 

Was it because that old turtle was a very strong Martial Emperor or was it because it was very old……? 

As for this Five-Headed Demonic Spider, it was only in its early stages…… 

This was only Qing Shui’s guess. He supposed that the ability to communicate via the consciousness was 

a standard of determining if a demonic beast was a Martial Emperor. Only by becoming a Martial 

Emperor could a demonic beast communicate with its master via an illusionary voice. 

His Five-Headed Demonic Spider was now a Martial Emperor leveled demonic beast. His wish had finally 

been fulfilled. Qing Shui was feeling very happy now. As he put away the Primordial Demon Refining 

Furnace, he communicated with the Five-Headed Demonic Spider. 

The results caused Qing Shui to become very astonished. When the Five-Headed Demonic Spider broke 

through to Martial Emperor, everything it sensed and saw was new to it. It could be said that the Five-

Headed Demonic Spider was now a clean slate but it was roughly aware of its master and some 

situations. 

This lead Qing Shui to be incomparably happy. To think that this would happen. It looked like that when 

demonic beasts broke through to Martial Emperor, it was similar to a rebirth. To Qing Shui, this was a 

good thing. When this happened to a tamed demonic beast, it would not forget its master. Just like Qing 

Shui’s demonic beast, the brand on their souls would not vanish. Furthermore, after they broke through, 

they would remain by the side of their tamer. It would not become a masterless demonic beast after 

being reborn. 

This was Qing Shui’s guess. Qing Shui had read some records on Beast Tamers in history books. These 

records said that the tamed demonic beast would not betray its master when it broke through. Only 

when the beast was mistreated to a certain extent would it have thoughts of betrayal. There were very 



few people who would mistreat their demonic beast. Aside from some perverted people, no one would 

choose to do that. For tamers, their demonic beasts were akin to their children. 

After experience rebirth, the Five-Headed Demonic Spider was now very different from before. After 

taking this step, it was like it had ascended to the heavens. Qing Shui really wanted to know about the 

level of its abilities. So he asked the Five-Headed Demonic Spider about its abilities. The answer he got 

caused Qing Shui to be very astonished. 

Under its peak state, its abilities would nearly reach 400 stars… 

This was a difference of a hundred stars compared to before. After all, previously it was already half a 

step into the Martial Emperor realm. Now, the level of its abilities directly jumped to 400 stars…… 

After all, just the Five Qi Origin could increase its body’s ability level by five times. The body of demonic 

beasts were naturally strong and they had innate battle techniques. Humans, on the other hand, had 

other supplementary techniques. 

The earlier increase of 100 stars was actually just an increase of 20 stars. After he weakened it, it should 

still have about 50 stars of abilities. Although it was strong, its speed was truly lacking. 

This was the reason why Qing Shui was happy. It looked like he had gained a lot. With this breakthrough, 

its strength had multiplied, how terrifying. 

The starting point of demonic beasts was very high and was unlike humans, who could multiply their 

level of abilities by ten with every breakthrough. Humans had weapons and their other supplementary 

techniques. They had to use their brains but demonic beasts could rely on their bodies. This was how it 

had been since time immemorial. 

Seeing the abilities of the Five-Headed Demonic Spider caused Qing Shui to be very excited. This could 

also be considered as a huge increase in his strength. Although he had not become a Martial Emperor, 

he now had a Martial Emperor leveled demonic beast…… 

He had not come to the Sky Penetrating Mountains for nothing. The Primordial Demon Refining Furnace 

was very strong, which made his trip to the Southern Viewing Continent very worth it. The Thunderous 

Beast had also made significant contributions…… 

Not long after this, a large group of demonic spiders came. These were the subjects of the Five-Headed 

Demonic Spider. There were about 500 of them. Qing Shui informed the Five-Headed Demonic Spider of 

the rules of the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal. The Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal was now very 

big, it would have no problem accommodating all these spiders. He was just worried that the spiders 

might wreck the things in there. 

Thus, Qing Shui communicated with the Five-Headed Demonic Spider. After obtaining its guarantee, he 

sent all the spiders inside his realm. The things that they could eat were the black fishes, turtles, and 

prawns. Qing Shui even made another huge pond and placed some black fishes, turtles, and prawns in it 

for them. With their speed of proliferation, food for them would not be a problem. 

The Jade Spirit Fruit Tree that he placed in there not long ago was somewhat close. He also placed in the 

jade stones he obtained from the Ten Thousand Turtle Swamp along with some rare herbs. 



Qing Shui brought all of the spiders in together. 

After observing them for awhile, there did not seem to be any problems. The Five-Headed Demonic 

Spider now had a greater ability to make the other spiders submit to it. Out of the 500 spiders, there 

were 30 Four-Headed Demonic Spiders. These were Martial Saint leveled demonic beasts. A few of them 

even had ten stars of abilities. 

Qing Shui truly felt this was a great gain now. He felt that he would not have any problem within 

300,000 li of Sky Penetrating Mountains. Even if he pushed further by 200,000 li, there would still be no 

problems. He could finally focus on looking for the Sky Penetrating Grass. 

When he communicated with the Five-Headed Demonic Spider, Qing Shui found out that its old nest 

was nearby. There seemed to be some things in there. The Five-Headed Demonic Spider then took the 

lead and brought Qing Shui back to the old nest. The five hundred spiders stayed in the Realm of the 

Violet Jade Immortal, absorbing the Spiritual Qi and cultivating. 

The old nest was only about 100 li away. To them, it was just a moment of traveling. After breaking 

through to Martial Emperor, Qing Shui found that the Five-Headed Demonic Spider was now very fast. 

At the very least, Qing Shui would not be any faster than it even if he tried his best. Its speed was not 

inferior to that of Golden Jiao. Qing Shui felt that this new-found speed was an additional ability granted 

by the mutation. 

Chapter 886 - Formidable techniques, Musings 

People feel energetic when they have something to celebrate about. This was exactly how Qing Shui felt 

at the moment, not tired at all. On the contrary, he felt so energetic that he felt like going back to kill the 

Golden Jiao or even try to tame it… 

Yet, this was just wishful thinking. Humans had to learn to be content with what they had. Taming a 

demonic beast required the backing of a large amount of spirit energy. This was the reason why Beast 

Tamers didn’t possess that many demonic beasts but tried their best to choose suitable ones. 

Otherwise, if one was able to tame an army of demonic beasts, wouldn’t he be undefeatable? As 

everyone had a limited amount of spirit energy, even the greatest Beast Tamers could only own a 

limited number of demonic beasts. 

Qing Shui was already content now. He could sense that he had already reached the maximum number 

of demonic beasts he could control with his current spirit energy. The connection between a beast 

tamer and his demonic beast was based on telepathy that required a large amount of spirit energy. This 

was why Qing Shui had only tamed the Five-Headed Demonic Spider after he had become more 

powerful. Otherwise, he could have only used it to refine demons. 

This was also the reason why Qing Shui had never stopped training his spirit energy. He had been 

imprisoned by the woman in the crystal coffin precisely because his spirit energy was too weak, but he 

had reaped a huge benefit from that. 

Without that woman, his Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal wouldn’t have reached the seventh level 

and his spirit energy would not be this powerful. He would’ve never gotten some of the medicinal herbs 



in his possession or thought about going to Eastern Victory Divine Continent. The source of his strength 

today could, in some sense, be boiled down to that woman. 

Unfortunately, Qing Shui did not know what to think of her… 

His primary goal of going to the Sky Penetrating Mountains was to search for the Sky Penetrating Grass. 

Everything else was secondary. As long as his strength kept rising, he held an open-mind towards the 

situations that presented themselves. 

He reached the dwelling of the Five-Headed Demonic Spider very quickly, but the cave was actually 

huge. Qing Shui followed the Five-Headed Demonic Spider into the cave and as they went deeper, the 

surroundings got darker. 

On the bright side, things like gold, jadeite and other precious stones dazzled brightly precisely because 

it was dark. Qing Shui did not expect to find these things here in the spider cave, especially not treasures 

like these. This gave him a rather strange feeling. 

There were in fact some unique people in the Central Continent who required gold and precious gems 

for their cultivation because these things possessed a sort of Spiritual Qi. Oddly, the Five-Headed 

Demonic Spider did not belong to this category. When Qing Shui asked it about the shining precious 

objects, it seemed unable to give him a straight answer. 

Anyways, he had a lot of space in the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal. No one would ever complain 

that he had too much money, so Qing Shui logically stored all of these things into his realm. The items 

included demonic beast crystals that could be used for forging equipment, alchemy and demon refining. 

Even though they were inferior relative to the core of a demonic beast, they were still very valuable, 

especially if they originally belonged to a powerful demonic beast. 

The amount of items couldn’t be considered too much or little. There were many demonic beast cores, 

perhaps the leftovers of the demonic spider’s meals, but there wasn’t anything in particular that piqued 

Qing Shui’s interest. His Five-Headed Demonic Spider did not have a fearsome level of strength before 

its breakthrough and he doubted that just one demonic beast could keep anything special. With this in 

mind, he didn’t feel any disappointment. 

Since he was already in the location and it was getting late, Qing Shui decided to explore the place. He 

could rest for a day before searching for the Sky Penetrating Grass again. With his Five-Headed Demonic 

Spider, he could save a lot of time. 

Demonic beasts ha a very strong sense of smell and very keen senses in general. With his Five-Headed 

Demonic Spider, no other demonic beasts dared to approach. 

Since he didn’t have much to do Qing Shui decided to investigate his Five-Headed Demonic Spider’s 

stats. 

First up was its speed. Qing Shui wanted to see how he matched up. He consumed a Gale Pellet and an 

Agility-Enhancing Fruit, but he was still unable to match the Five-Headed Demonic Spider’s speed. It was 

on a whole different level… 



Now, Qing Shui could clearly see the difference between a Peak Martial Saint and a Martial Emperor. 

Next, he had the Five-Headed Demonic Spider enter its Flying Spider Silk mode, which could increase its 

speed by five times. He wanted to see what sort of speed that would be. 

Qing Shui had cold feet once he saw it. It could definitely kill him in seconds if it wanted to… 

There was a large unbridgeable gap between the realms of Martial Saint and Martial Emperor. 

Everything was laughable when compared to absolute strength, because one would not even have the 

time to react. 

Before its breakthrough, Qing Shui had already witnessed the terrifying prowess of its Corrosive Poison 

Web. There was now even a green glowing aura on the web. Despite its incredible increase in strength 

after it reached the Martial Emperor level, Qing Shui guessed that the faint green aura must be the 

result of consuming the Crimson Pellet. 

When the web fell, Qing Shui tried to use his Primordial Flame Ball to burn it, but this time round, he 

found out that it took a really long time for his Primordial Flames to burn through the web… 

Qing Shui was both happy and a little dispirited at the same time. Yet, he thought about how it was just 

natural that a Martial Emperor demonic beast should have such talents. Otherwise, it would be unable 

to compete with other beasts of the same level. If he could simply burn and destroy the spider’s web, he 

wouldn’t have struggled dealing with the Golden Jiao. 

Anyway, his Primordial Flame Ball had always been like that. It was already very powerful, especially 

after he had reached the large success stage for his Heart of Roc. All in all, since the Five-Headed 

Demonic Spider was his, if its Corrosive Poison Web was powerful, it would still be beneficial to him. 

He knew he would become stronger once he reached the next breakthrough. For now, he would have to 

depend on his Five-Headed Demonic Spider. He would treat it as his closest combat companion and 

bring it wherever he went— just like how beast tamers treated their demonic beasts like their children. 

Without him noticing, nightfall came. Qing Shui and his Five-Headed Demonic Spider returned to the 

mountain cave and he pitched a tent. When it was the right time, Qing Shui brought his Five-Headed 

Demonic Spider into the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal. 

The Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal was rather crowded now. There were around 500 spiders and 

1000 Jade Emperor Queen Bees… 

Qing Shui walked around his Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal, observing. Even though there was a 

large area of untended terrain after his Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal had leveled up, he managed 

to create a boundary for his herb garden. 

The Jade Spirit Fruit Tree was thriving in the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal. The tree was 

considerably hardy and hadn’t been affected too much when he had retained only its main “spiritual” 

roots and transplanted it in the realm. 

Qing Shui walked over to where his Magnificent Mountains and Rivers Screen was standing and sat 

down on his Hu Wei Imperial Tutor Chair, facing the eight hanged Portraits of Beauty. Qing Shui looked 

at each of them sequentially. 



The first portrait was Di Chen. He suddenly realized that he hadn’t seen her in a long time. After she left 

with her master, he had not met her even once. He wondered how powerful she was now and longed to 

see her soon. 

Each of the ladies in the drawing was a peerless beauty. Qing Shui could not decide what his relationship 

with Di Chen was. It probably couldn’t be considered stable. 

This time, when he had passed through the Central Continent, he hadn’t look for her but now, he 

wondered if he had done the right thing. 

Wenren Wushuang was at the Qing residence. Qing Shui was certain that he would never leave her and 

would accompany her until they were both old because she was all by herself. 

Yiye Jiange was his friend and his master. More importantly, she knew him very well. She was his wife in 

name, but Qing Shui did not know how to deal with her. She seemed to lack worldly desires, or at least 

at the moment. Perhaps if he could eliminate the Lion King’s Ridge in the future, that might change. 

Hai Dongqing! 

Qing Shui had almost forgotten about that lady. She had said that she would wait for him no matter how 

long it took. He wondered if that was true and how he should respond. He found his relationship with 

that woman rather miraculous. Actually, the fate that he shared with each of these incredible women 

was greatly mysterious and miraculous to him. 

Qing Shui smiled when he looked at Canghai Mingyue. She was already his pampered wife. He could 

remember how stunned he was when he had seen her for the first time: her beauty that could topple 

kingdoms, that innate disdain in the expression of her eyes. He already had two children with her. They 

must have grown much taller by now. 

Lady Duanmu! 

Qing Shui also had not seen this woman in a long time. He forced himself not to think about it because 

their problems were not easily solvable. He did not mind her age and the fact that she already had a 

daughter. However, she seemed very bothered by that. Thinking about her daughter, Qing Shui knew 

that it was difficult for them to reach a proper resolution. No one could help her if she could not 

overcome her own prejudices. 

Maybe this was because he was too young now. Could things change after ten or twenty more years? 

Qing Shui shook his head, realizing that he had quite a few troubles, especially when it came to 

relationships. The helplessness he felt when he thought about such matters made him uncomfortable. It 

was as if he simply could not control himself. 

Qing Shui hoped nature would take its course, but there really were some things he could not do. He 

shook his head again and looked to the last portrait. It was the drawing of the woman in the crystal 

coffin. Her icy facial features were bone-chillingly beautiful and remained so even after they shared that 

wondrous experience. 

Qing Shui could not help but remember the events of that day. 



Suddenly, Qing Shui felt as if his soul had been transported to another place. As he looked around, he 

knew that he had reached a sort of environment that was similar to the ‘dream among the sea of 

flowers’. This was an illusory plane and Qing Shui felt an unspoken misery. 

Within the illusory plane, he saw a crystal hall! It must definitely have been that woman in the crystal 

coffin. After all, he was looking at the woman’s portrait. Qing Shui was suddenly afraid of meeting that 

woman again. He did not know why, even though he knew that she could not kill him in such an illusory 

plane. He wasn’t even afraid that she would kill him, especially since she had spared him previously. 

Qing Shui stood in the middle of the crystal palace. Not far from him, he spotted an extremely beautiful 

woman with an exceptionally icy stare which displayed her fierce independence. She was the woman 

that looked the closest to a true goddess. 

Her hair was gathered in a high bun, her eyebrows curved gently, and her features were naturally 

beautiful even without any makeup on. She had a heavenly goddess-like beauty. Her white dress could 

not hide her gorgeous figure— that distinctive shoulder, the curve of those breasts that could steal 

one’s soul, a waist like flowing satin— which seemed perfectly sculpted by God. Even her pair of 

exposed jade legs held a faint crystal-like glow… 

She exuded a holy aura that repelled any sort of desecration. This was the type of woman that Qing Shui 

thought no one should approach. It wasn’t that she was a cold person but rather that she had an innate 

aloofness that seemed to stem from her soul. 

Qing Shui could not come up with a proper explanation for her appearance. He only knew that this was a 

sort of connection through their consciousness despite their distance. The only thing he could infer was 

that this occurrence was related to the Portraits of Beauty. 

Chapter 887 - Stocism of an Immortal，Within 300,000 li 

At that time, Qing Shui left without even turning his head because he did not want to die and must not 

die. In addition to that, the woman had not intended to kill him. Even though she had attacked him 

twice, he was only injured. She definitely possessed the ability to kill him off each time. This meant that 

the woman had already spared him. 

Even though they were now in a sort of shared conscious space, their thoughts were honest and they 

were really interacting with each other. Qing Shui felt a little awkward facing the woman in front of him. 

He did not know what to say. Besides, he did not feel like talking once he saw her cold expression. 

The woman looked at Qing Shui coldly, knitting her beautiful brows. She seemed a little puzzled as she 

looked at her surroundings, then she looked at Qing Shui again. A slight relief quickly appeared in her 

pair of alluring eyes. 

“Why are you here?” the woman asked. 

This was the first time Qing Shui had heard her voice. With attractive icy features which could bring Qing 

Shui to bow down and pray to her, her voice was similarly devoid of any emotion. It was like the voice of 

an immortal, speaking directly into one’s soul. 

“I have no idea. I don’t think this is reality,” Qing Shui shook his head and replied. 



The woman turned away, casting her glance away from Qing Shui. Qing Shui looked at her jade-like legs 

which floated about three inches above the ground. 

She continued looking around with in mild bewilderment, gliding around the place before she spoke 

again, “How did you enter this place previously?” 

Qing Shui wasn’t surprised by her question. He slowly explained, “Through a treasure map that I have 

somehow obtained. I was looking for treasures.” 

The woman was stunned for a moment but she relaxed her brows slightly and said softly, “I am not sure 

how you are able to enter this place and even bring me here. But I know that you are controlling this. 

Don’t ever think about this again. I don’t want to see you. I’m afraid I can’t fight the urge to kill you.” 

This was the first time he heard this woman using a slightly gentle tone but he did not expect her words 

to be so bland. Well, now he could confirm that the woman did intentionally spare his life previously. 

“Why didn’t you kill me that time?” Qing Shui hesitated for a moment, before asking. 

“No reason. Killing you was too easy,” the woman replied coldly, knitting her brows together again. 

Qing Shui did not pursue the question further, he had nothing to present to her. He shook his head and 

said, “How did you end up laying dormant there? How were you poisoned so badly? How long were you 

there for?” 

Qing Shui stated his questions not hoping to get any answers because he knew that woman would not 

tell him anything. Anyway, he did not really care what the woman thought of him so he asked what he 

wanted. From the start, the two of them had no intention to really interact, so if he tried his luck maybe 

he might even find out some hidden secrets or information about the Central Continent. 

Qing Shui’s words seemed to remind the woman about something. The poison in her body was really 

potent, otherwise she would not have fallen into such a deep slumber but this man managed to cure 

her. When she remembered what happened, she felt a little uneasy so she did not continue thinking 

about it. 

“These are not questions that you should ask. There are things that you should not know right now. Just 

cherish what you have and continue living well.” the woman disappeared with a flash after she finished 

her sentence. 

Qing Shui was shocked when he heard what she said. He did not expect her to say those words so he 

couldn’t really come to terms with it. Furthermore, she could easily withdraw herself from this state. 

Qing Shui suspected that using the Portraits of Beauty as a medium, he could interact with the woman in 

the picture through his consciousness. Could it be that the Art Maestro’s art reached the level of 

drawing souls? 

Perhaps such a phenomenon would only appear when one reached that level but that did not explain a 

very crucial detail. During the Art Maestro’s time, these women were not even born. 

Could it be that the Art Maestro drew these drawings from his past experiences? Could he have 

compiled these drawings with his knowledge of skeletal structures, physiognomy and other research? 

Putting aside people who genuinely looked alike, Qing Shui found it rather impossible that a drawing 



could look so much like an existing person. How does this explain how the Portraits of Beauty could 

create a divine connection? Why are the people he has met match the women in the Portraits of Beauty. 

Was it pure coincidence? 

There were many things which simply could not be explained and could not be understood. There are 

millions and millions of coincidences in the world and not all resulted in something. But Qing Shui was 

convinced that the Portraits of Beauty could definitely create a divine connection! 

After the woman disappeared, Qing Shui also disappeared from that space and returned to his Realm of 

the Violet Jade Immortal. He poured a cup of plum wine on his Jade embedded Tigerprint Table for 

himself and downed it. He felt extremely pleased. After that, he made himself some fish stew and turtle 

soup. 

Even though the Realm of Violet Jade Immortal was also covered with earth, it was different from true 

reality. There was no dust in the realm and it was filled with Spiritual Qi. This part of the realm was like a 

room, he was standing on expensive mahogany flooring and the room was filled with many 

extravagances: his ‘Magnificent Mountains and Rivers’ screen, Eight Deities Mahogany Table, Jade-

embedded Tiger print table, Hu Wei Imperial Tutor Chair, cabinets and much more. They were all pretty 

good pieces of furniture which he had gotten from Southern City Furniture Store to add to his collection. 

This was like a large room which was formed by a combination of large screens which only left a two 

meter wide entrance. The ‘room’ was huge, he had a bed and he placed many of his valuable herbal 

embroidered cases and rare ingredients in there as well. 

The other metals, violet jade, smithing table, etc. were placed outside on the earthen ground. This was 

because they would not be affected by any contact with ground and it was not suitable to have them in 

his ‘room’. 

Thinking about the divine connection he shared with the woman, he contemplated about how power 

determined everything in a world. For this world, martial prowess determined everything. As long as 

one had strength, one could obtain everything. 

Conversely, money just becomes an accessory. That is not to say that money was not important since 

one needed money to support their cultivation. Even though there were many precious items and 

treasures that can’t be obtained even with massive amounts of money, money could buy a person many 

medicinal pellets, techniques and whatnots. Especially for beginners, there was a stark contrast between 

one who was rich and one who was poor. 

Qing Shui immediately thought of Sun Yan. His body constitution was very unique. He could absorb the 

essence of gems and other such items to boost his cultivation. There should be a limit to his ability just 

like other forms of techniques, he probably could only absorb a limited amount of Spiritual Qi from 

these things before it reached a saturation point. He would probably have to utilize it or process it 

before he could continue absorbing another batch. 

This was how his cultivation reached such levels even at his age. 

If he did not have the backing of his family and his family did not have the money to support him when 

he was just starting out, then he wouldn’t have been able to reach such success in the present day. 



When he returned, he decided to go to the Dong residence to look for Dong Yan. He did not know if he 

would find Sun Yan there with Dong Yan, since his grandfather’s birthday celebration was over. 

Then, there was that woman from Mu Clan. Qing Shui did not know if that was his luck or curse with 

women… 

Romantic relationships were the hardest to fathom and so intangible. They would suddenly befall a 

person, like a miracle. Then, when it was gone, one could not obtain it even if they tried their hardest. 

Two people in love was a beautiful thing, just like how people would reach immortality to be with the 

ones they loved until old age. It was true, that sort of feeling when one feels joined at the hip with one’s 

lover, the telepathy… these were all indescribable feelings. That was when both parties in a relationship 

could nobly do anything for each other… 

…… 

After he ate some food, he started his training. His training list was now extremely long but he managed 

to do each of them orderly and sequentially. From talisman drawing, drawing, upgrading weapons and 

practicing his various techniques… 

Not forgetting the Roc Form and Crane Slash! 

Qing Shui was serious and hardworking when he trained. There was no one to disturb him in his realm 

so he could put all his focus on training. That was also the reason why his training was so effective. 

For a person to get such conditions in the outside world, they would need to isolate themselves. It may 

appear very easy but it was not because people had their lives to live and they were not always 

presented with the opportunity to do so. 

On the second day, Qing Shui brought along his spider again. This time round, Qing Shui did not sneak 

around like before but proceed boldly and searched hard every time he reached a different mountain 

range. 

Even though it was as if Five-Headed Demonic Spider had formed a new consciousness, it was still very 

familiar with the surroundings and had a lot of knowledge about the place, so Qing Shui always checked 

with it for updated intel. 

He was now already accustomed to the immature-sounding voice of his Five-Headed Demonic Spider. 

He probably would be unable to adapt to his Five-Headed Demonic Spider if it still retained its previous 

appearance. Now its body was half its previous size and more importantly its pair of green flowing eyes 

were now a beautiful silvery white so it already looked much better. 

This time, he was much quicker. Within half a month, he almost broke 300,000 li! 

Throughout his journey, he did not meet anyone else but they met many demonic beasts, none of which 

dared challenge his Five-Headed Demonic Spider but instead fled for their lives. Qing Shui felt quite 

pleased when he saw such reactions… 

As they headed deeper, Qing Shui could feel a growing sense of pressure. It was a sort of panicky feeling 

that came from within his soul. Luckily, he had his Nature Energy which he activated to the maximum 

degree and most importantly he had his Five-Headed Demonic Spider. 



300,000 li was actually quite a short distance to Qing Shui but this was the longest time he used to cross 

this distance after he became powerful. He could actually use his Nine Continents Steps Effect to 

progress forward by 100,000 li each time but he did not want to miss any mountains so he took half a 

month to cover that distance. 

Suddenly, within his sea of consciousness, Qing Shui heard his Five-Headed Demonic Spider’s immature-

sounding voice. It warned him that there was a powerful demonic beast near them. 

Qing Shui’s heart dropped. Throughout this half a month, he had met many demonic beasts, many of 

which could have easily killed him but once they saw his Five-Headed Demonic Spider, they just gave up 

and escaped with their tails between their legs. 

However right now, this was the first time that his Five-Headed Demonic Spider actually warned that 

there was a powerful demonic beast near them. How powerful must another demonic beast be for his 

Five-Headed Demonic Spider to acknowledge its power? Qing Shui suddenly felt apprehensive but 

somehow also a little excited. 

His Five-Headed Demonic Spider could basically kill him off in seconds, thus that demonic beast nearby 

should also be able to do the same. Even though he had his Five-Headed Demonic Spider this was still a 

very dangerous situation. 

Qing Shui hesitated for a moment and asked his Five-Headed Demonic Spider if it had the confidence to 

defeat that demonic beast but it replied with an ‘I don’t know’… 

Chapter 888 - Five-eyed Lion Wolf King，Hovering between life and death 

Receiving the ‘I don’t know’ reply did not worry Qing Shui too much. Sometimes an uncertain reply like 

that wasn’t exactly bad, just like how his Five-Headed Demonic Spider was not directly answering 

whether it could or could not defeat that demonic beast. It actually meant that both demonic beasts had 

about the same strength or perhaps they were on the same level. If so, Qing Shui felt that it was 

unnecessary for him to feel burdened. 

His Five-Headed Demonic Spider stared straight ahead, it stood in front of Qing Shui protecting him well 

with its body. Qing Shui was extremely proud of it. It indeed lived up to its position as a Martial 

Emperor, it already possessed an elementary level of wisdom. 

Roar! 

A loud resounding roar suddenly filled the air. The loud, earth-shaking roar reverberated through the 

valley, as if many demonic beasts had roared at the same time. It could definitely rival the Golden Jiao’s 

roar. 

Chi Chi! 

His Five-Headed Demonic Spider also produced a terrifyingly sharp screech. Qing Shui could already 

interpret the meaning of his Five-Headed Demonic Spider vocalizations. That was a call to warn off that 

opponent but the opponent responded with an even more ferocious roar as if it deeply resented the 

Five-Headed Demonic Spider. 



Within a short amount of time, a demonic beast appeared at the mountain peak not far from them. It 

was a gigantic demonic beast which resembled both a lion and a tiger but Qing Shui was startled when 

he saw the creature’s head. 

That disgusting looking demonic beast actually had five eyes on its head… 

There were two pairs of eyes on its side and in the middle of its forehead, there was a vertically oriented 

large eye. The middle eye was twice the size of the other eyes and it emitted an eerie glow. 

Five-eyed Lion Wolf King! 

Qing Shui was shocked to his core. At the same time, he saw that this demonic beast which was almost 

the size of a small hill had a massive wolf-like tail which was almost 20m in length. He could instantly tell 

this Five-eyed Lion Wolf King was on the same level as his Five-Headed Demonic Spider. 

Furthermore, it was only because his Five-Headed Demonic Spider had the breakthrough to the Martial 

Emperor Grade that it could be classified within the same class as this Five-eyed Lion Wolf King. If it was 

still in its previous form, it would have been instantly killed by this Five-eyed Lion Wolf King. 

Qing Shui happened to also know something about this Five-eyed Lion Wolf King. Just like his Five-

Headed Demonic Spider, while his Five-Headed Demonic Spider’s strength corresponded with the 

number of heads it had, the Five-eyed Lion Wolf King’s strength corresponded with the number of eyes 

it had. That meant that both their strengths were around the same level but it was difficult to tell which 

of them was the stronger one. The only thing that was certain was that they were both fearsome beasts 

that could strike fear into men. 

Not even considering the vileness of his Five-Headed Demonic Spider, even bringing up its Corrosive 

Poison Web technique could cause one to turn pale in fear because it was something that should never 

be touched. On the other hand, the Five-eyed Lion Wolf King was even more creepy. People referred to 

those middle eyes that they possessed as the eyes of demons. 

The Five-eyed Lion Wolf King’s strongest points were its speed and its massive spirit energy. Its vertical 

middle eye could send out a powerful spirit energy attack which was almost impossible to avoid. It was 

rumored that an attack could adversely affect a person’s three immortal souls and seven mortal forms 

or even cause them to lose one of these essential elements, causing total retardation. Despite this, the 

attack did not have a 100% success rate, it was still affected by the level of spirit energy the opponent 

had. 

It was rumored these overly-eldritch eyes had a great limitation. It can only be used once and after the 

use of that move, the creature’s strength would decrease by 10% and it will only recover its original stats 

after 24 hours. 

Other than that, it was also a prolific fire-user. Its fire attacks were quite good and it was also strong 

with close combat, as it was fast and accurate. 

There were very few cultivators in the main continent who actually used such spirit energy attacks and 

not many demonic beasts had such skills but many people lost their lives to such attacks or became 

mentally handicapped every year. Thus, most people would avoid battling with a demonic beast like 

that. 



It was also said that once an artist reached the highest proficiency at drawing souls through his practice 

of the art of drawing, he would be able to redraw the lost portion of a person’s soul whether it was a 

deficit from birth or injury. However, these sorts of acts were against the Heaven’s will and there was no 

real proof that this was possible. 

Qing Shui did not worry for his Five-Headed Demonic Spider. It had five brains and it was not as if it was 

not powerful. Besides he was also around to help, so they definitely had to get rid of that creepy looking 

demonic beast as soon as possible. 

Roar! Roar! 

The Five-eyed Lion Wolf King roared loudly at his Five-Headed Demonic Spider. Qing Shui found out 

from his Five-Headed Demonic Spider through their telepathy that they were in its territory so it was 

trying to chase them away. Qing Shui could not decide if they should leave but a large mountain was 

ahead of them. Even risking that he might find nothing, Qing Shui didn’t want to miss any possible spots. 

He had to look there, if they found any Sky Penetrating Grass which was above 5000 years old, he could 

end his mission. 

Qing Shui communicated to his Five-Headed Demonic Spider and decided to launch a one-hit kill attack, 

either killing it or maiming it to the point it could not fight. There was still some distance between them 

so Qing Shui and his Five-Headed Demonic Spider approached the Five-eyed Lion Wolf King cautiously. 

The Five-eyed Lion Wolf King, lording over all the demonic beasts within its territory, would never back 

down. Each area had their King Beasts (top tier beasts which were about the same strength). For 

example, the Five-eyed Lion Wolf King and Five-Headed Demonic Spider were the King Beasts here. For 

another it might be a Six-Headed Demonic Spider and Six-eyed Lion Wolf King. 

As the distance between them narrowed, Qing Shui’s heartbeat sped up because he still felt uneasy 

about his opponent’s unique eye. After they reached the right distance, Qing Shui summoned his 

Thunderous Beast. 

The Five-eyed Lion Wolf King paused when it saw the Thunderous Beast and a sinister glint flashed past 

its five eyes. 

Qing Shui could tell instantly that his opponent was extremely vigilant and was about to make a move. 

Qing Shui immediately commanded his Five-Headed Demonic Spider to attack. 

At the same time, his Thunderous Beast launched its Violet Lightning Strike! 

Violet Lightning Strike could disrupt the opponent’s attack! 

The Violet Lightning Strike was a very quick attack, while his Five-Headed Demonic Spider had already 

activated its Flying Spider Silk, boosting its own speed by five times. It rushed directly at Five-eyed Lion 

Wolf King 

It was fast! 

Extremely fast! 



The Five-eyed Lion Wolf King immediately faced his Five-Headed Demonic Spider head on. Qing Shui felt 

somewhat relieved because he had an indescribable panic previously when he looked into its middle 

eye. 

Violet Lightning Strike! 

The Five-eyed Lion Wolf King was actually targeting Qing Shui and the Thunderous Beast but the speed 

of the Five-Headed Demonic Spider forced it to react to the Five-Headed Demonic Spider instead. When 

there was still some distance, the Five-eyed Lion Wolf King spat out two red fireballs. 

Suddenly, it was struck by the Violet Lightning Strike! 

It was paralyzed! 

Descending Heavens Talisman! 

At the same time, the effects of Qing Shui’s Fiery Golden Eyes and Emperor’s Qi came over the Five-eyed 

Lion Wolf King. 

Poison Silk Entanglement! 

Corrosive Poison Web! 

The Five-Headed Demonic Spider was so quick that even the Five-eyed Lion Wolf King could not keep up 

with it at all. Previously, the potential of his Five-Headed Demonic Spider was limited by its speed. Now, 

after its metamorphosis, his Five-Headed Demonic Spider’s weakness became its strength so it became 

incredibly powerful. 

Even though this was the first time that Qing Shui used this tactic, he managed to coordinate the attack 

of his Thunderous Beast, his Five-Headed Demonic Spider and himself. It worked perfectly at restraining 

their opponent. Now, the Five-eyed Lion Wolf King was already trapped by the web of his Five-Headed 

Demonic Spider. 

Cackling sounds accompanied the appearance of a blue glowing light as the Five-eyed Lion Wolf King 

howled in pain. 

The poisonous web of his Five-Headed Demonic Spider was really quite formidable since the Five-eyed 

Lion Wolf King was unable to tolerate the pain, not even taking into account that Qing Shui had lowered 

its overall stats. 

This outcome was not beyond Qing Shui’s expectation. He thought that it should be quite easy to get rid 

of this Five-eyed Lion Wolf King when he came to know that its ability was about that of his Five-Headed 

Demonic Spider but it was still that middle eye that made him wary. 

The Five-eyed Lion Wolf King continued its cries of pain while his Five-Headed Demonic Spider continued 

to add more Corrosive Poison Web as a strand of spider silk as thick as a human’s arm wrapped tightly 

around the Five-eyed Lion Wolf King’s body. 

The ear-piercing cries continued as Qing Shui also commanded his Thunderous Beast to continue 

attacking. 



Just as Qing Shui looked at the Five-eyed Lion Wolf King’s large malevolent-looking head, noticing that 

eye in the middle, that eye suddenly emitted a resplendent light. That magnificent light stunned Qing 

Shui for a moment. 

Qing Shui knew that things were turning against him. Just as if a large ‘Sky Sword’ had pierced into his 

sea of consciousness, he felt as if his sea of consciousness was about to be split in two. That fearsome 

energy and that feeling as if it had reached his soul scared Qing Shui. 

That large sword formed of spirit energy continued attacking. Qing Shui bore with the intense torture 

and began channeling his own spirit energy to defend against it. However, he realized that this 

horrifying Qi from the sword was not something he could withstand at his current level. 

Now, Qing Shui was really afraid. What if he became mentally handicapped because of this or even 

died? That would be such a waste… 

He didn’t wish to die so he activated everything he had. However, that Qi from the sword was really 

beyond him, he simply could not defend himself against it. 

Qing Shui’s spirit energy was quite strong but the Five-eyed Lion Wolf King was a Martial Emperor which 

specialized in such attacks. 

Qing Shui did let down his guard but he did not expect that the Five-eyed Lion Wolf King would attack 

him instead of the Five-Headed Demonic Spider which had caused him the most damage. That attack 

which could only be used once, actually fell upon him… 

Qing Shui found that there was nothing he could do, he pushed his Ancient Strengthening Technique, 

Nature Energy, Immovable mountains… to their limits. 

Even with him using all the techniques he could, he was only able to slightly reduce the speed of that Qi 

from the sword. If this continued, he would be rendered useless once that Qi from the sword reached 

his Niwan Palace, he would just become a person without any consciousness. 

Niwan Palace was right in the middle of a person’s sea of consciousness, its existence was most 

important. Qing Shui looked towards it and realized the position of his Yin-Yang Image. Qing Shui found 

a slight glimmer of hope when he saw his Yin-Yang Image whirring rapidly. 

The ancient and profound Yin-Yang Image rotated with a desolate aura, heavy and strong, it possessed 

an inexpressible strength. Qing Shui felt himself calming down as he focused on the Yin-Yang Image. 

The sword continued getting closer and closer. Qing Shui no longer attempted to resist, allowing it to 

continue slashing. Qing Shui did not know what to feel. Everything was blank. There was no fear, rather 

it was a type of empty void, just like that in Buddhist scriptures. Without any desire or want, as if death 

was unimportant or rather he was enlightened. 

He was enlightened by the fact that he no longer had any control over survival. He had tried his best so 

he gave up on everything and found himself hovering between life and death once again. 

Chapter 889 - Alive, Location of the Sky Penetrating Grass, Obstruction 

At that moment, Qing Shui did not look at the ‘Sky Sword’. He also did not notice that at the point that 

the Qi from the sword headed towards his Niwan Palace, the Yin-Yang fish in his Yin-Yang Image 



suddenly lit up. Black then white, in an instant they merged together and that archaic yet majestic light 

shattered the sword’s qi. 

After an unknown amount of time, Qing Shui finally stirred as if he had woken up from a deep dream. He 

looked towards his Niwan Palace and discovered that nothing had changed but when he saw his Yin-

Yang Image he was stunned. 

The size of the Yin-Yang Image had increased significantly. From the initial size of a walnut, it had grown 

continually, constantly evolving. He could tell that it had grown by at least one third. 

It was more intense, more robust, more encompassing. As he observed the current state of his Yin-Yang 

Image, he could feel that his spirit energy had become stronger once again. There was clearly much 

more spirit energy in his sea of consciousness. 

It was a blessing in disguise after all. He managed to benefit greatly from this incident and there was a 

distinctive boost in the amount of his spirit energy. But, Qing Shui could not deny that the ‘Sky Sword’, 

the sort of sword made of spirit energy, had really driven him to a corner. Forced to confront death, one 

will survive and this definitely described his current situation. 

He could not help remembering the words that the Abbot from the Golden Buddha Temple said to him. 

He had an affinity with Buddha. Was him entering that sense of emptiness a sign of his affinity? 

After he withdrew from his sea of consciousness, he found that he was still standing at the same spot. 

He saw the dead Five-eyed Lion Wolf King and his Five-Headed Demonic Spider was calling him 

repeatedly. 

Qing Shui smiled and patted his Five-Headed Demonic Spider. Qing Shui was rather surprised that he 

could sense some anxiousness in its immature-sounding voice. Previously, when he was at the entrance 

of the Crystal Palace, interacting telepathically with the old turtle he felt like he was ‘talking’ to metal. 

Even when that turtle sighed, he could not feel any emotions in its ‘speech’. 

Was this because of the mutation of his Five-Headed Demonic Spider? 

Qing Shui looked at the unrecognizable carcass of the recently dead Five-eyed Lion Wolf King which had 

already been corroded by the Corrosive Poison Web. He salvaged its core, some bones and its blood… 

Chi Chi! 

Qing Shui heard his Five-Headed Demonic Spider and turned to communicate with it. It asked for the 

core and Qing Shui immediately handed the core to it. The core was valuable but it was nothing 

compared to the value of his Five-Headed Demonic Spider. 

His Five-Headed Demonic Spider swallowed it happily. Qing Shui waited patiently but realized that the 

core only increased his Five-Headed Demonic Spider’s strength by a very small fraction. Thankfully, it 

boosted its spirit energy quite significantly. 

“It seems that becoming a Martial Emperor will make it harder to increase one’s strength,” Qing Shui 

contemplated. 

Would his Beast Pill still have the same effect on a Martial Emperor? If so, that would mean that it was 

really a very powerful medicine. 



He got the results of his experimentation rather quickly. Even feeding his Five-Headed Demonic Spider 

five Beast Pills did not raise its strength by even 10%, the increase was only 5%. 

Qing Shui did not know if he should feel disappointed. That mere 5% increase was still numerically much 

larger than any other 50% increase in strength he had observed. Oddly, his Five-Headed Demonic Spider 

seemed visibly very happy. 

At that point, he realized that once he reached Martial Emperor, many of his items might lose their 

value to him… 

This battle had given a large boost to Qing Shui’s confidence. He also gained quite a lot. With his 

stronger spirit energy, the prowess of his Primordial Flame Ball also went up significantly and his 

connections with his demonic beasts were also enhanced. 

Qing Shui looked towards the lofty mountain ahead and he ventured forward with his Five-Headed 

Demonic Spider. Since they had already defeated the Five-eyed Lion Wolf King, they would not meet any 

other powerful demonic beasts. 

Lower Grade One Martial Emperor demonic beasts were active within the area 100,000 li from their 

300,000 li boundary. Whereas 500,000 li from where they were, there were demonic beasts which were 

more powerful than it. This was the information that he got from his Five-Headed Demonic Spider. 

Even if they were more powerful, they were probably at Grade Two Martial Emperor or the peak of 

Grade One Martial Emperor. Though demonic beasts at Grade One Martial Emperor were already 

enough deterrence to humans. 

The conditions were very strict for one to reach the realm of Martial Emperor. Even a million people 

could not match the existence of a single Martial Emperor. 

Regardless demonic beasts or humans, Martial Emperors exist as supreme beings. Qing Shui found it 

incredible that he and his Five-Headed Demonic Spider actually managed to kill a Martial Emperor 

demonic beast. This lethal combination of his ability to reduce the opponent’s overall stats and the 

power of his Five-Headed Demonic Spider definitely made it much easier to kill other demonic beasts 

who were on the same level as his Five-Headed Demonic Spider. 

The precipitous and dangerous paths were merely like flat ground to Qing Shui and his Five-Headed 

Demonic Spider and they quickly sprinted towards the peak. 

Qing Shui had a feeling that the Sky Penetrating Grass would be at the very top of the mountain so he 

rushed all the way to the top. If it wasn’t there, he could search for it as he came down. 

Both of their speeds were very fast so they did not take much time to reach the peak of the tall 

mountain. The wind was always strong at the peak of any mountain, in addition to that the vegetation 

on this particular mountain was rather dense, so it made the task of searching quite difficult for Qing 

Shui. 

Standing at the particular peak he was, he saw that there was another northern peak which was visibly 

taller so he quickly rushed towards that point. 



When he reached that spot, he realized that the area was not small. Luckily, Qing Shui’s spiritual sense 

was much stronger than before. He activated his spiritual sense and started searching. He had an unique 

spiritual sense which was extremely keen. This was not something that others could follow. 

Even so, such a scanning process would mean that he missed some details. Everything has its pros and 

cons. Just as eyes could be fooled by illusions, similarly, one’s spiritual sense could also be fooled. 

For example, if the medicinal herb hid its Spiritual Qi, it could easily deceive one’s spiritual sense. 

However, Qing Shui knew that the Sky Penetrating Grass exposes its Qi so he used his spiritual sense. His 

main aim was the grass and even if he missed whatever chance encounters, he did not care. There were 

so many mountains and the area was huge, if he really searched with his eyes, how much time would he 

need? 

Qing Shui was very decisive when it came to knowing what to give up and what to keep. 

Qing Shui finished searching the huge area very quickly but was disappointed. Each time he sensed a 

wave of potential Qi, he only found some metallic rocks or moderately valuable medicinal herbs. 

Unfortunately, they were of little interest to Qing Shui. Despite that, he still stored them in the Realm of 

the Violet Jade Immortal. If one tried too hard, higher hopes would lead to greater disappointment. 

With how things were, he was prepared to stay in this area much longer. Anyway it did not hinder his 

cultivation and he could gather some other good items. The concentration of Spiritual Qi in the Sky 

Penetrating Mountains meant that it could support many rare and aged herbs. 

Within a day, Qing Shui finished searching the entire mountain. He managed to get quite a few items, it 

was quite a harvest but Qing Shui longed to immediately get his hands on a Sky Penetrating Grass but he 

knew that it was just wishful thinking. 

After three months… 

Qing Shui was already searching at the range of 480,000 li. The mountains around this area were also 

getting taller. It gave Qing Shui the impression that he would be able to find the Sky Penetrating Grass 

soon. However, it was getting dangerous, so he proceeded slowly. He had to familiarize himself with the 

place so that he could outmaneuver any of his enemies. 

He sighed again as he stood on another mountain peak, his Five-Headed Demonic Spider was beside 

him. He did not know how many mountains he had conquered over these few months. He obtained 

many items but just not what he was looking for. 

Qing Shui was already numbed to the disappointment. Previously, he had always held his hopes high 

whenever he saw a tall, lofty mountain. However, he lost his sense of anticipation after multiple failed 

attempts to find the grass. 

Now, he had changed his mentality. He only aimed to search through every mountain he came across, 

without considering whether a particular mountain contained the grass. He just wanted to clear each 

mountain as fast as possible. 

Another half a month passed… 



Qing Shui spotted a majestic white mountain range which seemed to be the tallest among the Sky 

Penetrating Mountains, however, it was just his supposition. The edges were so steep that one could 

only reach the peak by flight. 

Suddenly, Qing Shui sensed that he could definitely find the Sky Penetrating Grass there, he perceived 

this through his sea of consciousness, so it stirred up his excitement once again. 

As he watched the mountain from a distance, Qing Shui could even feel himself trembling a little from 

his excitement. He had already become nearly apathetic to the matter and now he suddenly regained 

his anticipation. 

A feeling was not enough to make Qing Shui so excited, rather it was a mysterious perception somewhat 

confirmed by his spiritual sense. He had had this feeling before. 

Every now and then, there was a small chance of his spiritual sense extending beyond its normal range. 

During such an occasion, his Lingtai Accupoint would be activated and everything around him would 

appear clearly within his spiritual sense. Even though it only lasted a short second, he definitely felt the 

presence of the Sky Penetrating Grass. 

Qing Shui was filled with intense emotions as he stared ahead. Unfortunately, he also felt the presence 

of a strong demonic beast near the Sky Penetrating Grass, it was a huge gorilla-like monkey. 

Long-armed Vicious Monkey King! 

Even though Qing Shui only had a glimpse of it, he could recognize that gigantic white Monkey King. It 

was about 30 meters tall, it was like a herculean giant with sinewy arms that drooped down to its ankles. 

Its legs were similarly thick and muscular. Qing Shui could instantly tell that the demonic beast was 

fearsomely strong and that his Five-Headed Demonic Spider was no match for it. 

Just then, he heard the immature-sounding voice of his Five-Headed Demonic Spider. 

It told him that it could not defeat the Long-armed Vicious Monkey King. 

Qing Shui asked how large the difference between their strengths were and was speechless when he 

came to know his demonic beast did not even have half the Long-Armed Vicious Monkey King’s 

strength. 

Qing Shui did not know what to do. If that difference was so great, the effects of the debuffs wouldn’t 

change the outcome of the battle. The web of his Five-Headed Demonic Spider might not even be able 

to trap that demonic beast and he suspected that the Violet Lightning Strike might not be able to 

paralyze that demonic beast long enough for them to utilize any lethal moves on it. 

However, the Sky Penetrating Grass was just within his grasp, it would be such a pity if he just gave up 

on it. They definitely could not leave, they’d just have to fight… but that was courting death because the 

Long-armed Vicious Monkey King was at least a Grade 2 Martial Emperor. 

Chapter 890 - Long-armed Vicious Monkey King, The Difficult Attempt to Lure the Enemy Away 

The gap in abilities between each grade of the Martial Emperor realm was very wide and since he had 

not the power to go against the opponent, he could only choose to “steal”. Qing Shui had everything 



thought out. It would only be courting death if he were to fight head-on with the Long-armed Vicious 

Monkey King. 

Qing Shui had already located the position of the Sky Penetrating Grass through his spiritual sense and 

of course, knew where the Long-armed Vicious Monkey King was located. It was not far away from the 

two Sky Penetrating Grass. 

He knew that it would be very difficult to get to them without the Long-armed Vicious Monkey King’s 

realizing it but fortunately, Qing Shui had the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal. He called back the Five-

Headed Demonic Spider and slowly headed up that silvery white mountain. 

He walked very slowly, thinking of how he could get his hands on that Sky Penetrating Grass. He had 

already gotten his hands on one in that place with the deity. He scanned with his spiritual sense briefly 

and was affirmative that these two Sky Penetrating Grass were definitely at least 5,000 years of age or 

more. However, he didn’t know why that Long-armed Vicious Monkey King had not taken it. 

Could it be that this medicinal herb was already over 9,000 years? 

Was it waiting for them to reach 10,000 years of age? 

Qing Shui thought about it, feeling puzzled. This was not impossible. The 10,000th year was also a 

turning point for medicinal herbs, a great one. Even the most useless medicinal herb would have a 

“Immortal Grass Qi” when they’ve reached 10,000 years of age. This was something very precious. 

Qing Shui didn’t care about it right now. He was trying to think of how he could make this powerful 

demonic beast leave this place for a short while. As long as it left, everything would be easier. He could 

also make his escape immediately after getting the Sky Penetrating Grass. 

Once he reached the foot of the mountain, Qing Shui sensed a spiritual sense scanning in his direction 

but since he couldn’t avoid it, he naturally let the spiritual sense hit him but still tried his best to conceal 

his abilities. 

A tremendous ape’s cry rang out! 

Qing Shui had never thought that an ape’s cry could be so terrifying. It was so terrifying that it was as if it 

could tear his heart apart. Just from its cry alone, one could sense that it was a huge monster… 

Qing Shui didn’t care about that spiritual sense and headed on the straight path up that steep mountain, 

as if sensing that the powerful spiritual sense was getting closer to it. 

Ignoring that spiritual sense, Qing Shui headed for the top of the mountain, not anxious. He was very 

certain that it would definitely not be too far away from that Sky Penetrating Grass and thus he could 

advance so bravely. 

The Five-Headed Demonic Spider was arranged to be in another direction and not allowed to get too 

near. Qing Shui was thinking of trying to lure the enemy away but it was just that the target was too 

powerful and he could not bear to sacrifice the Five-Headed Demonic Spider. 

Therefore, Qing Shui decided to take the risk himself while communicating with the Five-Headed 

Demonic Spider, thinking about how he should go about it. 



The ape’s cry grew increasingly piercing and ferocious and Qing Shui could tell that it was trying to show 

off its might and had the intention to scare Qing Shui off. Although his cultivation level was not at a level 

that it would feel concerned over, there was still another Five-Headed Demonic Spider and it should be 

able to sense that the other party was here to snatch the treasures it was guarding. 

Qing Shui went all the way up to the peak of the mountain. After all, it was huge and thus even though 

he had arrived at the peak, he could not see the huge Long-armed Vicious Monkey King. The mountain’s 

peak was also covered with a large spread of forest which was several hundred feet tall and densely 

packed together, appearing to be even more majestic from the mountain’s peak. 

Qing Shui looked around the surroundings and unleashed his spiritual sense, observing the movements 

of that Long-armed Vicious Monkey King before slowly closing in on the place he was familiar with. At 

the same time, he also started to let the Five-Headed Demonic Spider head up in the direction of the 

mountain’s peak. 

It was because Qing Shui realized that the terrain of this mountain’s peak was especially suitable for the 

Five-Headed Demonic Spider as its Corrosive Poison Net could exist for a very long time and this place 

was suitable for creating webs… 

When Qing Shui first checked it out, there were no descriptions of this application in the Five-Headed 

Demonic Spider’s battle techniques. However, subconsciously, he felt that spiders must create webs and 

thus when he tested out the Five-Headed Demonic Spider’s abilities, he specially let it form webs. 

The moment it did, he understood. The Five-Headed Demonic Spider told him that it was for defense 

purposes, such as forming webs at caves entrances or by surrounding itself with webs. 

The mountain terrain was not flat and thus there were many spots which were suitable for forming 

webs. The Five-Headed Demonic Spider’s webs were very big and could reach out to a large area. It was 

very useful when fighting against an existence of the same level. 

If they were to make use of the geographical advantages, just one Five-Headed Demonic Spider could 

make many demonic beasts of a similar level be at a loss and if they were not careful, they might not 

even be left with a corpse. It was because they would be in great trouble if they were to be tangled up in 

the Five-Headed Demonic Spider’s webs. 

Qing Shui stopped moving. He was still very far away from where the Long-armed Vicious Monkey King 

was at, but he was now thinking of changing methods. He knew that he must not be impatient, 

otherwise he would definitely be in trouble. 

Communicating through their thoughts, Qing Shui let the Five-Headed Demonic Spider come towards 

him from another direction while he set up a tent and thought about how he could lure away the Long-

armed Vicious Monkey King. 

What had made Qing Shui feel gloomy was that this demonic beast seemed to be able to sense his 

thoughts and plans and simply refused to leave its spot. This also left him feeling quite helpless. 

Not very long later, the Five-Headed Demonic Spider appeared next to Qing Shui. Qing Shui first let it 

scatter out its Corrosive Poison Web densely in the area in multiple layers. 



He then released a hundred Demonic Spiders and called out the Diamond Gigantic Elephant, unleashing 

multiple Mighty Elephant Stomps and cries in the area. He also called out the Fire Bird and the Ten 

Thousand Poisonous Violet Sable… 

Qing Shui even scattered some poison on the densely packed spider webs, telling his demonic beasts 

that they should not leave the area covered by the spider webs, before telling them to cry out as if they 

were putting up a demonstration of their powers. 

Qing Shui didn’t know if, other than the Five-Headed Demonic Spider, the demonic beasts would be able 

to cause it to panic. 

However, thankfully, he still had the Five-Headed Demonic Spider. 

Qing Shui left the place and slowly headed deeper in. He had not walked too far in when he sensed a 

gushing aura before hearing a furious bellow. The ape’s cry was a bit piercing to the ear. 

However, Qing Shui still advanced carefully. He was testing the Long-armed Vicious Monkey King’s limits 

and waiting for it to respond. He was already very close, being less than 1,000 meters away. 

Moreover, Qing Shui’s spiritual sense could already sense its existence. At this moment, Qing Shui’s 

heart thumped very quickly because of the Long-armed Vicious Monkey King and even for himself this 

1,000 meters would only take but a second to cross. 

Expert level Focused Concentration! 

Qing Shui started his Expert level Focused Concentration and not only did his abilities increase by a little, 

more importantly his concentration would be focused and in this condition, the prowess of both his 

attacks and defenses could be raised by about 20%. it could also increase his resistance to spirit energy 

attacks by a lot, allowing his spirit energy to be better displayed. 

Now, Qing Shui was focusing primarily in order to allow his spiritual sense to react extremely quickly. 

Suddenly, Qing Shui dashed forth at rapid speed. His current speed had already exceeded supersonic 

speed and it would only take him a moment to cross 1,000 meters. What was between Qing Shui and 

the Long-armed Vicious Monkey King was a horizontal stretch of mountains. 

Qing Shui dashed up the top of a mountain and in that instant, he chose to enter the Realm of the Violet 

Jade Immortal. 

Therefore, after Qing Shui crossed the mountains and was not far away from the Long-armed Vicious 

Monkey King, he disappeared. 

Completely disappeared! 

After Qing Shui entered the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal, his heart started to palpitate at an 

increasing rate. That moment he had just been through was extremely dangerous and if he was not 

careful, he could have been left dead. 

After the Long-armed Vicious Monkey King saw that Qing Shui was approaching, with a slight hesitation, 

its huge body flashed and its big arms that were like a “Jiao” as they lashed out towards Qing Shui. In 

that instant, a huge black hole appeared in the air. 



Qing Shui disappeared but the Long-armed Vicious Monkey King looked around, feeling dubious. Earlier, 

what he hit was Qing Shui’s after image, but now Qing Shui had disappeared right before its eyes and it 

couldn’t even sense anything with its spiritual sense. Therefore, he felt that Qing Shui must have been 

devoured by the black hole it had created. 

And right now, Qing Shui was looking out of the realm at the Long-armed Vicious Monkey King while 

letting the Five-Headed Demonic Spider get closer, creating webs as it advanced. He hoped to be able to 

lure the Long-armed Vicious Monkey King some distance away. 

Qing Shui looked at the Long-armed Vicious Monkey King then at the two Sky Penetrating Grass which 

were not very far away. He was very agitated. Even though they were right in front of his eyes, he could 

not lay his hands on them. 

In order to get something, one must be able to pay the price for it. 

Qing Shui let an ordinary Demonic Spider out and let it run far away. However, it was quickly killed by 

the Long-armed Vicious Monkey King while the Long-armed Vicious Monkey King didn’t even move an 

inch. 

Qing Shui hesitated and then called out another beast but this time, it was a Jade Emperor Bee. 

Similarly, it was not able to let the Long-armed Vicious Monkey King move a single step but its stance 

was slightly inclined forward. 

Qing Shui then released two Demonic Spiders! 

Two Jade Emperor Bees! 

Three! 

Four! 

… 

Qing Shui felt very helpless. Each time he sent them out, he felt horrible. Although these were not 

humans and could not be compared to the other demonic beasts such as the Diamond Gigantic Elephant 

and the Fire Bird, they had all belonged to him. He would feel sad even if he were to break the tea set he 

used often, let alone them. They were unlike the black fish and turtles and thus he felt a little sad. 

At the same time, he continued to communicate with the Five-Headed Demonic Spider, letting it speed 

up its rate of advancement. However, he still got it to create its webs properly, allowing it to put up 

some momentary defenses. 

Qing Shui was now very agitated since the Long-armed Vicious Monkey King had walked several tens of 

meters away and at this moment, the Five-Headed Demonic Spider had already appeared on the 

mountain range. 

Qing Shui was very agitated. Whether or not this plan would be a success would be dependent on this 

now. He quickly urged the Five-Headed Demonic Spider to form its webs properly, since as long as it 

could bide for a short moment, it would be safe. 

Chi chi! 



The Five-Headed Demonic Spider cried out toward the Long-armed Vicious Monkey King, as if 

challenging it. 

This made Qing Shui both happy and worried. He was happy that this Five-Headed Demonic Spider was 

very clever and probably had a bright future before it. After Qing Shui tensed up, he stared at the Long-

armed Vicious Monkey King’s huge body. 

Poison Silk Entanglement! 

The Five-Headed Demonic Spider suddenly unleashed the Poison Silk Entanglement at the Long-armed 

Vicious Monkey King. 

Flying Spider Silk! 

Corrosive Poison Web! 

At this moment, the Five-Headed Demonic Spider circulated its abilities to its limits, trying the best it 

could to agitate the Long-armed Vicious Monkey King. 

After letting out a huge bellow which was still slightly high pitched, the Long-armed Vicious Monkey King 

shot toward the Five-Headed Demonic Spider. 

Almost at the same time, after taking the Gale Pellet and the Agility-Enhancing Fruit, Qing Shui also 

dashed out. His goal: the Sky Penetrating Grass. 

The Five-Headed Demonic Spider’s speed was also very fast. Having increased by five times, it would not 

lose to the Long-armed Vicious Monkey King in terms of speed. It threw out its Corrosive Poison Webs 

repeatedly toward the Long-armed Vicious Monkey King. 

 


